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INTERIM PROGRESS REPORT

•

The Optimal Utilization of Nuclear Medicine

Resources with Reference to Developing Countries

1. . Introduction' i
•

The contemplated use of new medical technologies by less

completely developed countries raises a number of issues.
•

First, can the technology be transplanted from developed to

developing regions and, if it can, how is this best accomplished?

Second, if the technology can be established what purposes will

it serve, especially in relation to the major health needs of

the region? Third, assuming a perceived need, what impact will

the introduction of the technology have on competing demands

for resources within and without the health sector?

In this report, we have attempted to address these issues

using the discipline of Nuclear Medicine as a prototype tech-

nology. The report forms part of a larger study being conducted

by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to exasiine all

aspects of the problem. As a separate study, the Medical

Applications Section of IAEA is focusing on the problems of

establishing the technical aspects of Wuclear Medicine (instru-

mentation and radiopharmaceuticals) in developing countries.

Our analysis will* concentrate primarily on the second issue:

the extent to which nuclear techniques can serve the region's

pressing health needs.. The third issue is beyond the scope of

our study, although we hope ultimately to provide a ruors ccr.plets

statement of the prob lets.



1.1 A Prototype Analysis

The purpose of this report is tq provide a template

for a prospective analysis of what effect the introduction of

nuclear medical procedures will have on a region's health.
»

Clearly, this will vary from region to region depending upon

a number of factors including: the spectrum of disease;
•

patterns of-morbidity and mortality; the means and availability

of health care provision; the nature and extent of national

atomic energy programs.

Although ultimately we hope the analysis can be v?ritten

for a general case, we feel it prudent in this preliminary

report to approach a specific region on the premise that from

a detailed analysis of the specific, the sensitive elements

might be revealed, thus leading to the general. For this purpose,

and at the suggestion of Dr. Robert A. Dudley, H&ad of the Medical

Applications Section of IAEA, we have chosen to look at certain

regions of' India. We have been aided enormously by the-current
*

interest of the Indian Department of Atomic Energy as well as

the Indian nuclear medicine community in such matters and by

the propitious organization of a national seminar on Nuclear

Medicine by the Bio-Medical Group of Bhabha Atomic Research

Centre in Bombay during December 27-30, 1976.

1.2 Approach to the Analysis'

In beginning the analysis we have examined both the

scope of nuclear medical procedures- and the major health prob-

lems of urban and rural India.

it



Nuclear medical procedures divide into the following

categories: in vitro diagnostic procedures including radioassays

and radiometry; determination of administered radioactivity in

body fluids as measures of dilution, transport and life span;

external measurements of radioactive uptake and disappearance

from individual organs; mapping of regional distribution of

activity within an organ; therapy with radionuclides. In

developed countries these procedures are most often employed

in the diagnosis and treatment of the prevalent causes of

morbidity: cancer, cardiovascular disorders and endocrine

diseases, especially of the thyroid. In developing countries

where infections and nutritional disorders are among the

leading causes of morbidity and mortality, the distribution of

use must be expected to differ if Nuclear Medicine is to meet

the special needs of these regions.

We have, therefore, tried to examine the health problems
\ •

of India in the hope of identifying those o± some importance
•

that might be affected positively by Nuclear Medicine. ': Without

being exhaustive we have matched some of these with specific

procedures, drawing from all the categories listed above. For

four examples we have attempted to measure the impact of the

procedure on well being and cost. We have examined both

established procedures and ones th'at are being developed for

special use in developing countries.

iii



The particular tests to be examined are as follows:

Nuclear Medicine Procedure

1. Radiometrie determination

_pf mycobacterial growth.

2. Radioimmunoassay of

.Australia (hepatitis B)

antigen.

3. CSF radiobromide

partition test.

4. Radioassays .for thyroid

hormones.

Clinical or. Epidemiologie Problem

1. Detection and drug

sensitivity of individuals

with pulmonary tuberculosis.

2. Prevention of serum
•

hepatitis by screening

potential blood donors.

3. .Appropriate treatment of

• tuberculosis meningitis

suspects. •

4. Cost-effectiveness for

population screening.

Other tnsts which might be analyzed include:

5. Renography.

6. Liver scanning.

7A. P-32 therapy-.

7B. 1-131 or 1-125 therapy.

5. Screening "hypertensives for

surgically correctable

disease. •
i

6. Detection and treatment of

hepatic amebic abscesses in

^patients with unexplained

hepatomegaly.

7A.. As a cost effective

alternative to chemo- and

radiotherapy in chronic

myelogenous leukemia.

7B. As an effective alternative

to surgery in thyrotoxicosis.

iv
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The chapters which follow äeal with raäiometry and

M. tuberculosis drug testing, with radioijnmunoassays for

hepatitis B. antigens in the screening of blood donors, in

the use of the radiobromide and other theoretical tests in the

diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis, and in an analysis of

the cost-effectiveness for the assays in-vitro of thyroid

hormones. In addition there is a chapter on cost-factors v*hich

focus a useful background for many of the cost calculations.

Sf-

;



1. Radiometrie Tests for Pulmonary Tuberculosis

!
• * - ' :

• Introduction and Summary-

The radiometric test for the presence of tuberculosis mycobac-

terla is currently being developed by independent research efforts

in tha United States and in India. Preliminary results indicate
• .

that the test is'essentially equivalent..in accuracy to standard cul-

ture-based ,tests used presently: . • •

i) to improve case-finding and
• *' ' »

'ii) to determine drug sensitivities.

The difference then in substituting the radionetrac tests for their

traditional counterparts is reflected in the differential resource

costs for the two tests and in the estimated average time sayings

of three weeks for radiometry. When the alternative to the radio-

raetric test is no test whatever, cost~effeetiveness analysis is ham-
#

pered by the extreme complexity of determining optimal tuberculosis

»anagement in India—either with or without radiometry.

This paper opens by providing a glinpse of the many uncertain

factors affecting optimal deployment of radiometric testing for tu-

berculosis . and for drug sensitivity. We note in particular the ana-
j-

lytic difficulties presented by i) data discrepancies, ii) treatment

regimens, Ui) the nature of abaciliary tuberculosis, iv) patient

compliance, v) diagnostic context, and vi) population trends.

At the Radiation Medicine Centre of- the Tata Memorial Hospital

in Bombay and at the University of Maryland School of Medicine in

Baltimore.



With an eye on these factors, we focus on aspects of analysis

that are relatively less vulnerable to them. We undertake detailed

-cost comparisons between radiometric testing and standard spufws cul-

tures and conclude that radiometry is currently more expensive and

will remain so until the cost of the medium is reduced. Even less

costly than culture and perhaps as accurate is double microscopy.

In ambulatory"case-finding, radiometry may be preferred to culture

on the basis of possible advantages through time savings: i) earlier

cure, ii) consequentially reduced contagion hazard, iii) mortality

gains, and iv) improved compliance. Currenu data is too scanty to

permit quantified estimation of these effects. For the diagnosis

of hospital patients, the benefits of reducing length-of-stay through

radiometric diagnosis vastly exceed costs. Radioinetry should be used

for all hospitalized patients positive by- symptomatology and radio-

logy but negative by microscopy.

Parallel conclusions emerge from considering drug sensitivity

testing. For ambulatory patients, standard methods are likely to ;

be less costly—a difference that may be more than compensated for/:.

by the speed of radiometry. For hospital patients, radiometric tes-

ting is indicated. ' *' . •

Factors Complicating the Analysis of Tuberculosis

In determining whether radiometry should be used for case-finding

or for testing drug sensitivity, a farrago of complicating factors

must be taken into account. Having fretted over then, we 'conclude

¥



that the compounding of -all the uncertainties entailed, combined with

the insufficiency of the data available to us, precludes a cost-ef-
• * *

fectiveness determination of best tuberculosis management strategy.

We here indicate the range of critical factors and the bearing they
• "

have on deciding"whether to use the radiometric tests. Among the

!tost salient sources of uncertainty are:

,1) data, discrepancies,
. . r

2)• the treatment regimen,

3) the nature of abacillary tuberculosis,

4) patient compliance, . •

5) the diagnostic context, and

6) population trends»

1) Data discrepancies. In part, these derive from the" size

and variegation of the county. One could not reasonably expect

identical findings from clinical trials conducted in the 'Punjab, in

Bengal, and in Kerala. And yet many of the differences exceed normal

geographic variation. This is dramatically seen in the critical and

heated controversy over the nature of abacillary tuberculosis. On'

the one hand are those who consider it an indisputable form of the

disease requiring immediate treatment and who elte figures showing

that one quarter of all abacillary cases become bacillary while other

confirmation of the disease is obtained in another two-thirds of the
o

«bacillary population.

2S.P. Parara et al., 1976, The problem of sputun negative cases,

Ind. J. Tub. 23:72.
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-Disputing.these claims are those .who think' it harmful to treat aba-

ciliary cases as tuberculosis patients and who find that a. mere three

per cent of the abacillaries become.sputum or culture positive after

eighteen months. This occurred in an area where treatment facilities

were net available-, .Even the radiological evidence of disease per-

sisted in but 25 to 36 per cent of the cases.

2) The treatment regimen.' Abroad variety of treatment regi- "

mens'is currently being applied in India featuring a large number

of drugs. Choice of regimen.has impact on our cost-effectiveness

calculations in two main ways: i) regimen efficiency affects the

'gain from improved case-finding and ii) trends in drug resistance

depend on the number and specific drugs used and on the length of

treatment. Fifth Five-Year Plan targets for anti-tuberculosis drugs

4are shown in Table 1, The most important drug not listed is Rifam-

picin which is coming into increased use—limited, however, due to

its cost, largely to reserve regimens.

Domiciliary treatment» with the advent of effective chemotherapies,
'; '' • .

has coae to be regarded as the "sheet anchor" of tuberculosis manag'e-
. ' - i.

5ment in India.

S.S. Nair, 1974, Significance of patients with x-ray evidence
f

of active tuberculosis not bacteriologically confirmed,.Ind. -J. Tub. 21:3-5.
- - * ' ' . . - " ^

From A. Hair, 1975, Progress in the control of TB, Ind. J. Tub. 22:73.

5 ' ' . ' . ' . . . ' ' •
jfad. J. Tub«, 1974, Domiciliary treatment—a reapprisal, — 21:1-2.
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.Drug ....

Ethambutol

Ethionamide

INH

PAS

Pyrazinamide
Streptomycin

Thiacetazone

1978-1979 Produetiou
.Target "Levels in Tonnes

\ 20

12

265

1000 •

12

825

70

m
ir •

Ŝ vUi-

Target Drug Production Levels

Given by the Fifth Five-Year

Plan of India

Table I



Hospitalization is reserved for i) patients requiring surgery, ii)

such medical emergencies as severe hemoptysis, spontaneous Pneumo-

thorax, iii) miliary and meningeal tuberculosis, iv) patients with

severe toxeraic symptoms or those having such complications as diabetes,

. v) lack of care at home, vi) patients excreting resistant bacilli,

and vii) diagnostic problems. Present domiciliary regimens of choice

are shown in Table II, ' ••

The preferred length of regimen is six months beyond achieving

a target point. This is defined as a stage with no toxcmic syasptoms,
f»

with no cavity seen in the plain skiagram, with radiologically sta-
O

tionary lesions, and with negative sputum for at least six months.

Total length of treatment averages 18 to 24 months. With such newer,

highly effective drugs as Rifampicin, success has been reported with
Q

regimens as brief as four to six months. The danger of the shorter

Technical Committee, Tuberculosis Association of India, 1975,

Blue print for tuberculosis control in India, pp. 16-17.

7IbJd.; pp. 11-12. . A^

8IbJd.. p. 15.

.̂E.g. O.P, Kital e± al., 1974, Ethambutol and Rifampicin in the

.treatment of resistant cases of pulmonary tuberculosis, Ind. J[« Tub.

21:117; and Research Committee, Tuberculosis Association of India, Short-

term chemotherapy of pulmonary tuberculosis—a controlled trial, Ind. J.

Tub. 23:48-53.
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regimens ±s that failure to eradicate completely the disease may fos-

ter the development of drug-resistant bacilli. In similar vein,

.the'shortcoming for the longer regimens is that patient compliance— •

'especially after the remission of symptoms—inay wane and thus induce

drug resistance. Standard treatment should achieve sputum conversion

in 9OZ of the cases. That success rates have been substantially lower

is taken as pr-ima facie evidence of compliance failure.

3) • The nature of abaeillary tuberculosis. The World Health Or-

ganization Expert Committee on Tuberculosis in 1964 defined a case

of tuberculosis as "a person suffering from bacteriologically confirmed

'disease." While neatening the nomenclature, this definition does

not help to resolve the paramount concern of tuberculosis case-finding,

the abacillary case,vhich is described as

a person who by virtue of clinical and radiological features

is considered tuberculous and active though tubercle bacilli
12have not been isolated from the sputum.

Hie inconstant data on this question leave open many hypotheses:

*

i.

G.V. Baily, e£ ajl., 1974, Comparison of an unsupervised self-

administered daily regimen and a fully-supervised twice weekly regi-

»en of chemotherapy in a routine outpatient treatment programme, Ind_.

-J. Tub. 21:152-167.

Tf.H.O., 1964, Expert committee report on tuberculosis«

12
.S.P. Pamra, 1970, A critical appraisal of the relative mesits of

radiology and bacteriology in case-finding, Ind. J[. Tub. 17:3-7.
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1) that abacillary tuberculosis differs from bacteriologically

confirmed tuberculosis only in the manifestation of bacilli in
* •

the sputum; ' ..

Ii) that, there is no difference between bacillary and abacil-

lary tuberculosis but the single*disease randomly pats or does

not put bacilli in the sputum while the chance variables of the

time and mode of sputum testing determine the differential diag-

noses;

lii) that bacillary and abacillary tuberculosis represent dif-

ferent stages of the same disease, the abacillary manifestation
*

occurring perhaps prior to the bursting of caseated liquified

material into the bronchial tree or perhaps subsequent to in-

1"3complete treatment of the disease;

• iv) that bacillary and abacillary tuberculosis are essentially

different diseases with variant etiologies, epidemiological char-

acteristics, responses to therapy, and morbid consequences; or

v) that abacilla-y tuberculosis is a delusion, that apparent

confirmation of the tubercular diagnosis is no more than the ,'

event- of an unaffected though perhaps predisposed individual

by chance acquiring the disease.

Each of these theoretical explanations ray contain elements of truth*

Their implications for evaluating radioraetric case-finding are iansediate.
*

If culture-identified bacilli are an index of infectiousness, then

13Both hypotheses are put forward by NtL. Bordia, 1974, Problen

of the sputum negative patient, Ind. J-. Tub. 21:125-128. *

fc' ,„..
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refinement of either the standard or radiometric tests becomes es~

sential for the optimal targeting of tuberculosis management efforts.

If1- similarly, radiometry can distinguish among essentially different

forms of disease presenting as abacillary, then it would become an
•

Important guide to appropriate treatment. If all abacillary cases

nay potentially become infectious, then culture testing is not worth-

while and all .abacillaries should be treated for the disease. Zf

time-related random factors determine the presence of bacilli in the

sputum, then multiple testing by smear, by radiometry, and by stan-
14dard culture may all be indicated.

4) Patient compliance. Regimen failure is agreed to derive

primarily from failures or intermittency of patient compliance which

at times approaches forty percent of identified cases," While drug

insensitivity is also implicated in regimen failure, this itself owes

Buch to .faulty compliance. The overwhelming proportion of acquired

resistance occurs in cases of intermittent or prematurely terminated

treatment. It seems likely elso that the trend of increased primary
•

resistance represents the cumulative wages of poor compliance in the

past. ' • . .

14See S.S. Hair e£ al., 1976, Precision of estimates of prevalence of

bacteriologically confirmed pulmonary., tuberculosis in general population,

Ind. J. Tub. 23:152-159. . . •

H.A. Seetha et aJL., 1976, A study of some operational aspects of

treatment cards in a district tuberculosis programme, Ind. J. Tub. 23:90-97.

r.--
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- •Efficient administration can reduce the shortcomings of compliance.

Measures that have worked in part include: ;

i) «iaking drug collection more convenient through regimen choice,

by establishing a number of decentralized drug collection depots,

and by arranging for hours of collection that better fit the

daily routine of the working population;

U) active retrieval of drug defaulters with priority placed

on-infectious cases; and

Ui) improved patient motivation through education and counseling.

The magnitude of the problem is such that more drastic steps—such

•as requiring a deposit whose refunding is contingent on drug adherence

(or fining or offering rewards)—might be reasonable policy levers

in promoting compliance.

The demographic characteristics of drug defaulters indicate the

populations among whom greater attention should be given to promoting

compliance. It has been shown that i) Moslems, ii) scheduled castes,

ill) illiterates, iv) the poor, and v) those who live in joint family

arrangements have disproportionately higher rates of default.18

S* Tandan et al., 1975, Urban neighborhood clinics in the manage-

»ent of pulmonary TB—preliminary report, Ind. j;» Tub. 22:108-110.

'— Incorporated in D.R. Nagpaul-, 1975» A. tuberculosis programme for

big cities, Ind. .J. Tub. 22:96-103.
•

IS
G. Singh ct, al., 1976, A study of defaulters in antituberculosis

therapy, Ind. J. Tub. 23:98-102.
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Among non-improvers with therapy, higher rates of hypochondria and

19psychotherapy have been found. . Both asymptomatic and abacillary

20cases of tuberculosis default more often than the average. The

gain from detecting and treating such cases is thus mitigated. With
\ '• i

exorbitant rates of default among these cases, treatment might he for-

gone in order to reduce the danger of developing insensitive bacterial

21strains. The increased regularity of bacillary cases argues for

the use of culture testing and radioraetry as a spur to motivation

in addition to their other advantages.

•*) !the diagnostic context. The cost-effectiveness of radiociatry

and of standard culture testing depends on the characteristics of the

screened populations to which they are applied. The traditional cap-

sule identification of the patient who should have a culture performed

is the radiology-positive, smear-negative case. This population will,

however, vary widely depending on the procedures and definitions used.

Sources of variation are:

i) whether active or passive case-finding is employed;
22 •

ii) whether asymptomatics are tested and, if not, what duration
' \

of cough is taken as the cutoff point;

iii) whether the Mantoux test-is used in screening and, if so,

what type of induration is considered positive and how this is

19Study by W. Nartowska reported in Ind. 3. Tub. 22 (1975):89.

20
C. Singh et al_.f 1976, o£. cit.

Tf.A. Seetha e£ al̂ , 1976, pp. cit« ' •

See S.S. flair, 1974, op_. cit.
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23 'affected by BCG vaccination policy;

Iv) .whether recourse is had to patient histories of exposure
' * t

• to infectious tuberculosis; '•

24 25v) the type of microscopy, the mode'of obtaining sputum,

and the number of samples per patient studied in 'the smear test;

and

26Vi) the number of radiological readings, the presence of an

umpiring procedure, the definition of a radiologically positive

27case—primarily in terms of cavitation and lesson dynamics.

6) Population trends. The efficacy of radioiaetric case-finding

'in the future depends on the trends and prospective policies with re-

gard to all the variables mentioned above. Of particular concern for

sensitivity testing are the trends in resistance for each of the many

drugs used. Increases in the proportion of patients with resistant

23See P.C. Fände et al., 1975, Results of testing with RT XXII,

PPD-S and PPD-B in symptomatic persons attending a tuberculosis clinic,

Ind. J. Tub. 22:9-17.

24Such modifications as blue-light microscopy (described in Ind.
„-

äf Sük* 22:61) may improve case-finding.

B.C. Pande et al̂ ., 1974, A retrospective analysis of yield of

cases by two methods of sputum collection", Ind. J. Tub. 21:191-195.

26G.D. Gothi et ajU, 1974, Interpretation of photofluorograras of
•

active pulmonary tuberculosis patients' found, in epidoniological survey

and their five-year fat«, Ind.- jj« Tcfo. 21:90-97.

27See K.L. Bordia, 1974, oj>. ctt.
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bacterial strains has been observed with respect to virtually all

28
«pecific drugs for which data are available. Should this pattern

» •

continue,the prospective value of sensitivity testiiig will rise.

Interacting Uncertainties * \

Not only do these many complicating factors individually becloud

out analysis, they also interact .in complex ways. The primary inter-

actions are shown in Figure I which classifies phenomena relating to

thfe management of tuberculosis according to their teleological level.

At the highest level is the objective of reducing the social and eco-
.

noraic costs and dysbenefits of tuberculosis. This is achieved through

policies acting on the basis of contextual conditions to attain inter-

»ediate goals.

To avoid excessive complication, only the most fundamental effects

«re shown in' the diagram:

. Box 1: laportant differences between bacillary and abacillary

tuberculosis. Radiometry which iß one neans of establishing that sus-

pected tuberculosis is bacillary has value in case-finding only if

that determination is important. This importance is affected by the

effectiveness of drug reginens that would be applied to the newly dis-

covered bacillary cases;

28
E.g., growing resistance to IKH and streptomycin in Delhi is re-

ported by S. SubbaBBsal (Ind. J. Tub. 23(1976):71). Rifampicin resistance

'in Hong Kong is reported in Ind. J. Tub. 22(1975):41-42.
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Inter-
mediate
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e.g. Ra'dioraetry/ •
1 /

Important Differences
Between Bacillary
and Abacillary TB

f'f~~

/ Treatment

__/ Modalities e.g

\ Domiciliary Care

'Effectiveness

of Drug

Regimens

I 'Population

Compliance

Interacting Complex Factors

in Managing Tuberculosis

Figure I
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Box 2: Effectiveness of drug regimens. Drug effectiveness de-

pends on the state of pharmaceutical science, on faithful compliance,

and on patient sensitivity. Effective drugs have higher sensitivity

rates and are more effective with sensitive populations—hence arrov/s

to and from Box 7. More effective drugs stimulate compliance;

Box 3: Population compliance. Compliance,in turn, affects drug

effectiveness. Intermittent therapy directly reduces the likelihood

of cure. Indirectly, it impairs drug sensitivity which subsequently

reduces effectiveness. Patterns of compliance should guide choice

of treatment modalities and are in turn affected Ly them;

Box 4: Diagnostic techniques. This policy determination is the

focus of our study but, as the figure shows, cannot be considered in

isolation» Better diagnosis improves case-finding—Box 6—while al-

terations in case-finding protocols affect choice of most appropriate

diagnostic methods. Rapid diagnosis of drug resistance will improve

Sensitivity which in turn improves effectiveness which, to complete

the cycle, enhances the value of diagnostic improvements;

Box 5: -'Treatment modalities. This second major policy lever;

deals with strategies for delivering health care to the population̂  . .

The development of effective drug regimens that may be pursued on an

ambulatory basis has enabled a shift in policy emphasis to domiciliary

care which has broadened population access—Box 8. Such strategic

changes affect choice of diagnostic techniques—e.g. favoring those

«ost readily implemented in rural settings. The drawback to domiciliary

. care is that it facilitates lapses in compliance which in turn degrade-

drug sensitivity;
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Boxes 6, 71 and 8: Improved* strategics for case-finding, drug

sensitivity, and access to large populations, these are intermediate
* *

goals in the management of tuberculosis. Improved .strategies for case-

finding promote drug sensitivity by facilitating access to large pop-

ulations and by obviating the improper .or incomplete treatment that -

leads to drug resistance; and ' .

• Box 9: Reduced social and economic costs of tuberculosis« Con-

junction of the intermediate goals achieves this highest objective*

It is important to realize that the intermediate goals are not ends

in themselves but represent gains only insofar as they contribute to

the ultimate goal. All policies should ideally be evaluated vith re-

spect to this overriding objective. We have in the case of domiciliary

treatment seen that the intermediate goals—sensitivity versus access-

may be traded off against one another. Such conflicts are to be re-

solved by reference to Box 9.

Radiometry Versus Traditional Sputum Culture

29 " •Current best information indicates that radiometry is just as

accurate as standard sputum culture procedures. This suggests the

importance of making an accurate cost comparison. This is presented

in Tables III through VII. Our cost analysis relies heavily on the

detailed data provided by Martin Feldstein in his study of resource

29,The developers of the radiometric method in Baltimore and in

Bombay concur.
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allocation for tuberculosis management in Korea. Having comparatively

analyzed costs, we shall have to. take into account the importance of
• ,

the.time savings achieved by radiometry. Unfortunately, the lack

of data precludes quantified estimates of this advantage.

\

Fixed Costs

In Table JCII, we have displayed two principal components of cost:

the fixed cost associated with capital expenditures, and the marginal

cost attributed to the testing of each patient. When the extent of

machine us.e is not resolved, these two cost components must be kept

separate. Whether there is heavy use of the apparatus, the share of

the capital costs borne by each test is low. When use is lighter,

each test is effectively more expensive for having to bear a larger

proportion of these fixed costs.

The cost of the manual scintillation counter—the Bactec 301—

is approximately $4000.

M. Feldstein, 1973, Resource allocation model for public health

planning, WHO Bulletin Supplement.
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Table III
i

Components of Cost for

Radiometrie Determination of

Tuberculosis

Fixed Costs -. Adjusted to Annual Basis jS

*

'Amortization of $4000 purchase price for
manual scintillation counter over 15
years at 10 percent interest 526

.-•.•_. Annual maintenance (assuming one technician day/
year/machine and a national pool for twenty
machines with two for back-up) 73

Annual cost of space (one and one-half
laboratory rooms depreciated over 25 years) ' 300

Incubator, inspissator, autoclaves, refrigerator,
gas plant, cooking range, hoods, etc.,
amortized over 10 years 660

>A

4383

608

2500

TOTAL $1559

Per Patient Costs

Reduction of fixed costs to per patient costs
on assumption of 10,000 tests per year

Cost of medium bottles (Middlebrook 7H12)
assuming one sample per patient

Technician time for seventeen.countings of
"sample (1/2 time of laboratory attendant

,, for 10 minutes)

Other labor (preparing sample, supervising,
keeping records, cleaning—see Table II)

TOTAL

.156

1.15

.021

.099

1.30

9.58

.17

.825

$1.426 Rs.11.88

-̂
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Assuming a lifetime of fifteen years and an interest rate of ten

percent, this cost can be amortized by annual payments of $526. Ex-

pected annual maintenance costs amount to $73.

The annual cost of space is difficult to gauge. Operation of
• •

the counter itself is estimated to require four feet of bench space

OT twenty-five square feet. This is comparable to the requirements

of standard culture reading. The bulk of the space is required for

sample preparation and for storage. The major difference in space

requirements between the two tests is the reduced need for storage

with radiometry. We take this reduction to be one fourth of the total

space required for standard culture testing. The annual cost of

space works out therefore to three fourths of Feldstein's estimate

of two rooms amortized over twenty-five years. Feldstein's figures

have been doubled to translate his 1965 monetary terms into equivalent

-1975 units.

Io estimate equipment costs, we have conservatively modified
,\ '

Feldstein's figures by eliminating only the microscope from his list

. of essential items. An argument could be tcade for a reduction in in--

cubation equipment due to the shorter time required for radiometry.

We have not figured in this reduction but note that as a proportion

of total costs its effects would be minimal. The amortization period

for the equipment was taken by Feldstein to be ten years and once

31
The information on breakdown frequency is provided by the manu-

facturer and may be an underestimate. Indian wage rates have been

applied. •
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again we have doubled his figures to reflect a decade of inflation.

With these calculations, the fixed cost of all equipment and
• • . *

institutional overhead required for radiometry comes to $1559 adjusted

to an annual basis. This is equivalent to 12,291 rupees which we note
\ •

is 0.3 percent of the total annual revenues taken in by the

laboratory of clinical chemistry at the A.I.I.M.S.

Per Patient Costs

For conceptual convenience, we wish to reduce all costs to a

per patient basis. Feldstein's laboratory estimates assumed 10,000

sputum cultures per year. We find this figure reasonable and follow

it. This is well within the capacity of the scintillation counter

which requires a total of ten minutes per patient. Operating the

counter all days of the year, o<*~ ,<ours per day of operation

will process 10,000 patients, bach patient is thus allocated .0001

of the annual fixed costs or $.156. If the iaachine were used half

•s often (5,000 patients per year) an additional $.06 would be alloacated

to each patient tested. If used twice as often, $.03 could be sub-

tracted from allocated per patient costs.

The cost of medium bottles in the U.S. varies between $1.05 and

$1.25. Volume discounts would likely enable Indians the lower unit

price to which shipping charges must be added. We estimate that Indians

could obtain the bottles for an average cost of $1.15* This is equivalent
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to 9.58 rupees which is in line with the estimated 10 rupees required

32to produce the medium domestically.

.Technician time for the counting is approximately ten minutes
• *

per patient. Only a fraction of the technician's attention is required—
.

operating three counters simultaneously is considered easy. We there-

fore count only half of the ten minutes among the per patient costs
•

.of radiometry."' This is just over two cents. For the other labor costs—

of sample preparation, supervision, record-keeping, and cleaning—

we take Feldstein's figures for the time requirements and multiply

them by appropriate Indian wage scales. The cemputations are displayed

in Table IV. Total costs of additional labor come to just under

t e n cents. . . . .

The total per patient charge is $1.426 or Rs. 11.88. Fully eighty

percent o.£ the costs derive from the charges for the medium bottles.

Any success achieved in reducing the fixed costs or in cutting labor

expenses will be overshadowed by medium costs which should therefore
,\

receive maximal attention in seeking to improve the cost feasibility
/.

of radiometry. The overall charge of 11.88 rupees seems to give radiometry

A.distinct edge over standard sputum culture for which the A.I.I.M.S.

charges 15 rupees. This edge disappears, howev'e'r, when we apply

the same type of cost analysis to the culture.

32
R.D. Ganatra (1'977 private communication) estimates a cost

of 0.18 to 0.20 rupees for the medium exclusive of the C-14-labclcd

glucose which costs 10 rupees per test.
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Table IV

Calculation of Costs for Preparing; a Specimen for Sputum Culture

or Radiometry ' ••

Method; Use the estimated tine requirements from M. Feldstein et al.
and apply Indian viage scales-. Hourly wages derive fron dividing
the monthly wages given on page 4 of the costs paper by 16S.

Jobs in sequence Performed by Tirce spent Cost
(Ks)

1. elicit (or verify) identity, prepare record
2. instruct patient on sputum production
3. collect specimen
4. homogcnization
5. inoculate on L-J slope and incubate

and
6. (at intervals) read slopes
7. record findings
8. process and examine smear

auxiliary technician 1.0
auxiliary technician 1.0
cleaner 2.0
auxiliary technician 1.5
auxiliary technician
qualified technician 1.5
qualified technician 2.5
clerk 2.5
auxiliary technician 5.0

Supporting jobs

.9. media preparation, inspissation
10. cleaning and sterilization
11. filing

Supervisory jobs
f\

12. technical supervision
13. administrative supervision

TOTAL COST

auxiliary technician 2,0
cleaner 5.0
clerk 2.5

qualified technician 1.5
medical officer '. 0.6

.035

.035

.059

.052

.126

.124

.087

.174

.069

.174

.087

.074

.089

1.195

In figuring time costs here, Feldstein1s auxiliary technician has been
taken'as a laboratory attendant as have the clerk and the cleaner since
the laboratory attendant would fill these roles in India. The qualified
technician we take- to be equivalent to the laboratory technician in India.
The medical officer was taken to be at the assistant professor level. In
figuring the costs of preparations for the radiometric test, tasks 6, 8,
«nd 9 should be omitted. Steps 1,2, and 3 may also be omitted if the
sputum collection for the smear test suffices for the culture. (Feldstein
adds in these activities in both places.) Some of task 10 should be elimi-
nated when specially prepared r.iedium bottles are purchased. Mc here take
•the conservative approach and omit only tasks 6,8, and 9 to .arrive at a
cost of 0.828 rupees which is shown as the per sample cost of these
activities.-



Comparison of Costs for Radiometry and Culturê

Ve reproduce in Table V Feldstein1s data for costs of the sputua
* •

culture. The only modifications introduced are: Indian vage rates

are applied to .the labor requirements and all other costs are doubled
\

to account for inflation. These costs'total $0.433 or Rs 3.611—sub-

stantially below the test charge. Review of the figures in Table

V does little do explain the discrepancy. Making a larger inflation

adjustment would narrow the gap but does not seem reasonable.Only

a tenfold increase in equipment and overhead costs in U.S. dollar

terms would eliminate the gap—an assumption that is patently impos-

sible. Charges for labor would be increased only under the assumption

that Indians are far less efficient than Koreans (since they are conputed

using 1975 and 1976 Indian wage rates). Available information wakes

this hypothesis also untenable.

.Ne are left with the conclusion that the 15-rupee charge for

culture grossly .overstates its true costs which are unlikely to exceed

33half this figure. This substantiates the finding that test charges

generate a substantial operating surplus for the A.I.I.M.S. clinical laboratory.
»

To get a better picture of the cost differential between radiometry

and culture, we compare them directly. The costs common to both tests—

e.g. sample preparation expenses and thf-. soranon space required—drop

out of the analysis, enabling us to neglect whatever uncertainty entered

in to their estimation. We are' left, as shown in Table VI1 with six

33See "A General Inquiry into Costs of Health Care Components

in India,"p. 15.
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Table V

Components of Cost
for Sputum Culture

Per Patient Costs ! $ Rs

•Two-room laboratory

depreciated over 25 years .04 .333

Incubator, inspissator, antoclaves,

refrigerator, gas plant, cooking range,
*

hoods, microscope, etc.

depreciated over 10 years . »07 • .583

Labor.(see Table II) .143 1.195

Glassware, chemicals, power,

fuel, ingredients for media, etc. .18 1.'5OO

Total .433 3.611

i
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Table VI

Comparison of Per Patio.nt Cost
. Components for Radiometry and Sputuüi Culture

L-.

Monetary Advantages of Radiometry \

Less space required

Microscope not required

Labor* saved
*

Savings in glassware, chemicals, power,

fuel, ingredients for media, etc.
• •

Total

Monetary Advantages of Sputum Culture

' Savings in instrument purchase price

and maintenance

Savings in medium bottles

Total

*
.01

.004

.023

.180

.217

Rs.

.083

.033

.192

1.500

1.808

.06

1.15

0.5

9.58

1.21 10.08

Het Monetary Advantage of Sputum Culture 0.993 8.2.17
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-points of difference.

Radiometry can achieve monetary savings in four ways. The reduced
*

space requirements translate into savings of $.01 per test, while

.'the lack of need for a microscope saves $.004. Less labor is involved
i

amounting to a co'st advantage of $0.23 per test. Since the media

come prepared in their own containers, costs for glassware, chemicals,

powê  fuel, and media ingredients need not be incurred and spare $.18
. f

per test.

Sputum culture offers two monetary advantages over radiometry.

The scintillation counter need not be purchased and maintained, saving

$0.06. Medium bottles purchased at $1.15 each are also not necessary.

The upshot is a net monetary advantage of $.993 for.standard

sputum culture. This is dominated by the cost of the medium bottles

and cannot be explained away by altering the assumptions concerning

any or all of the other cost components. Until less expensive media

for radiometry become available, standard sputum culture will remain

•the less costly test.

Smear Costs

It has been suggested that two smear teVts are equivalent

In accuracy to one culture test and, by inference, to one radiometric

test. Table VII presents the major cost components for this test.

As in our calculation of culture costs, we take Feldstein'« figures

•
D.R> Nagpaul et/al., Diagnostic photofluorography and sputua

•ieroscopy in tuberculosis case-finding, reported in Ind.J. Tub. 22

(1975): 60-61.

' b
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Table VII

Components of Cost for
Sputum-Smear

Per Patient Costs ! $

Labor (eliciting or verifying identity,

preparing record, instructing patient,

collecting specimen, processing smear,

examining smear, recording findings,

cleaning, supervision) • .076

Slides, sputum containers, chemicals

• and fuel

One-room laboratory

depreciated over 25 years

Microscope depreciated over 10 years

.04

.02

.004

Rs.

.633

.333

.167

.033

Total .140 1.166 •
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for the resource requirements for-the smear test, apply Indian wage

rates and adjust for inflation. The resulting estimate of total per

patient costs is 1.166 rupees or $.14. As this is less ̂ than half

-the cost of the culture, multiple smear testing may prove to be the

most cost-effective case-finding technique of all. This hypothesis

remains tentative pending verification of the relative accuracies

of smears and cultures.

The Gains of Greater Speed

On the basis of the cost calculations presented, we conclude

that standard sputum culture is less costly than radiometry and will

remain so until the cost of medium bottles is reduced. This conclusion

together with current supposition that the accuracies of the two tests

are equal does not, however, establish that the culture is more cost-

effective. Our analysis has not yet reflected the greater speed of

"xadiometry except in the reduced space requirements for culture storage.

In fact, a number of other effects suggest themselves: 1) earlier

diagnosis should lead to earlier cure by at least the same time increment;

2) earlier cure through earlier diagnosis will reduce the danger or".

Infecting others; 3) earlier diagnosis may reduce mortality; and 4)

earlier diagnosis may improve compliance. Not even the most rudimentary
.*

data exist to quantify such possible advatages of radiometry: 1) we
t

do not know what premium to place on curing three weeks sooner the

tuberculosis of an individual without evident mycobacteria in the

sputum. 2) there is no cpidcmiological estimate of the contagion*danger;

3) no data have captured any improvement in health outcomes through
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earlier detection of tuberculosis; and 4) compliance gains through

more rapid feedback are reasonable but suppositious.
. •

For the hospitalized patient, the picture is different. Daily

hospital costs average 37 rupees, making the tine savings of radiometry

equal to many tines the cost of the test. The calculations presented

in the Appendix indicate that these savings more than justify the

cost of radiometry. They imply tha". every hospitalized patient who

is symptomatic and radiologically positive for tuberculosis but negative

by microscopy should be tested by radiometry.

Drug Sensitivity Determinations

The same reasoning used to compare radiometry and standard culture

in diagnosis may be extended to drug sensitivity testing—a probles»

that grows in seriousness. The standard antibiotic sensitivity test

tn India is the filter disk method for which charges are variable

depending on the laboratory and on the extent of testing. These currently

35range from 50. to 300 rupees in Bombay. On average, four radioiaetric

tests-—three drugs and one control—would comprise the battery for j

sensitivity determination. The cost is four times the cost for radioraetric

(11.88 rupees) culture or 47.52 rupees. As in the case of diagnostic

culture, radiometry seems to have an advantage but this may be derived

from unrealistically high laboratory charges.
*

In the hospital situation* use of radiometric drug sensitivity

testing for patients not achieving sputum conversion as rapidly as

35
R.D. Ganatra, 1977, private communication.
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desired seems indicated. The gains of the radiometric speed—sensitivity

testing requires an average of 4 days—in reducing length of hospital

stay outweigh any possible additional costs. While, .it is true that

second-line therapies are more expensive, this does not argue for

or against either mode of sensitivity testing. When there is resistance,

policy now dictates shifts to second-line therapies. The time dif-

ference between radiometry and standard testing means only that second-

line regimens will be implemented sooner—without, we conservatively

assume, affecting the total cost of the regimen. With respect to

first line the-'apies, earlier determination of * resistance will lead

to earlier termination of ineffective therapies and hence to- cost

savings. These savings, due to the low cost of first-line- treatments,

are small. Standard treatment with streptomycin costs but 0.85 rupees

daily; with INH, 0.054 rupees; with thiacetazone 0.048 rupees; fvnd

with PAS, 0.528 rupees.36

Ve conclude that, in the hospital situation, drug sensitivity

testing through radiometry is the most effective policy.

Computed from figures of Safdarjang Hospital provided by

S.S. Jolly (personal communication» 1977). •'•
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Appendix . .

* * - - i

Gains of Radiometry, for Hospitalized

patients Suspected to Have Tuberculosis

•

Assume that one patient of four tested Is actually tuberculous. • '

Radiometrie tests for the four will cost 10.58 rupees per test, exclusive

of the fixed cos.ts for the radiometry equipment. (Es 1.30 subtracted

frotn Rs 11.88 in Table I.) This is 6.97 (10.58 minus 3.61) rupees

bore per test than the alternative of culture testing. The difference

in Costs for four tests is thus 27.88 (4 times 6.97) rupees.

The cost savings for finding out twenty-one days earlier that

one of the four patients has tuberculosis is 777 rupees (37 rupees

per hospital day times 21 days). The net cost savings is 749 (777

minus 27.88, rounded) rupees per true case of tuberculosis. For six

•tuberculosis patients among twenty-four suspected to have one chance

itt four of being tuberculous» the cost savings are 4494 (6 times 749)

rupees which is more than the annually adjusted purchase price and -
• " >

maintenance cost for the scintillation counter. A^

Suppose that one has a laboratory equipped for radionetry that

Is Hot operating at capacity. Radiometry should then be performed

for all hospital patients whose expected cost savings from using radio-

»etry exceed the difference in costs between radiometry and culture

(neglecting the amortized fixed costs because One is not at capacity),

this difference is, as we noted above, 6.97 rupees. The expected

gain accruing to detection of tuberculosis yia radioinetry is
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t-'-it'
ty
•**- '

-. (777) (p) rupees

•vhere p represents the ex ante probability that the patient has tuberculosis.
*

this gain equals the marginal cost when . . .

p •= 6'.97 T 777 = .009.

For all hospitalised patients estimated to have at least this great

a chance of being tuberculous, radiometry should be used.
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2. An Example; Cost Effectiveness of RIA in Screening Blood

Donors • ;

',

The problems associated with determining the value of screening

tests for the Australia (hepatitis B) antigen illustrate nar.y prir.cipler:

associated with the use of cost benefit and cost effectiveness analyses

in the study of new diagnostic tests. Thus, this example is the nost
•

•complete of our prototypical analyses and presents the general direc-

tion and flavor of our overall approach in this type of evaluative

research. .

In brief, the extensive use of the radioiirjnunoassay (RIA) for

the hepatitis B surface antigen (Hbs Ag) as a means of preventing serum

hepatitis among transfusion recipients has raised two fundamental

questions: first, is it worth screening for this antigen in general

and, if so, what ere the key variables in determining the "worth" of

such a screening strategy; and, second, how much better is it to screen
f\

for this antigen by third generation (radioimmunoassay) tests instead

of by second generation (e.g., counterimmunoelectrophoresis) tests?

The answers to both of these questions can be derived from data czx

financial costs and/or health outcomes. -These data are derived in

turn from a detailed analysis structured by the decision flow

diagram in Figure 2.1. Here we must evaluate the health and finsri-'

cial sequelae associated with'each of' the options at the first c

square decision node. Before discussing this analytic approach,

however, it is useful to review background data on both hepatitis

in general in India &o well as on the screening tests used to

detect it. •
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2.1 Background . , -
J T - L n • ^ (

2.1.1 Hepatitis in India !

Hepatitis in general (types A, B and non-A, non-B) is a major

health problem in India: in 1973 Pattanayak estimated that there

were nearly a half million cases in the entire country (103 cases

per 100,000 population). From 12-40% of these are type B

(Pattanayak, 1973; Pal, 1974; Sharma, 1976; Banerjee, verbal

estimates, 1977}. Although only a fraction of all patients with hepa-

titis require hospitalization, their long hospital stay stresses a

system with a shortage of hospital beds. In general, large general

public hospitals such as the Safderjang Hospital in Delhi and the

JJ Group of Hospitals in Bombay appear to have about 200 cases per
# "

year (five cases per 1000 new admissions) with an average length of

stay of 14 days and a mortality of 10% (Pattanayak, 1973). At .

specialized infectious disease hospitals, both the number of admissions

and the length of stay are longer — there the proportion of ad-

missions for hepatitis may be as high as 25% and the average length .

of stay, six to eight weeks. At the Kasturba Infectious Disease

Hospital in Bombay, for example, there are about 3000 annual ad-

missions for hepatitis and at an analogous hospital in Madras, 6179

admissions (Madanagopalan, 1973).
* - •

To date, it is possible to identify only the hepatitis B

antigen by readily available diagnostic tests, and thus, attempts

to decrease the prevalence of hepatitis have centered on, decreasing

the number of patients transfused with blood contaminated by

hepatitis B. Some believe that, because other forms of hepatitis
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(e.g., A or non-A-non-B) are frequently found in association with

type B, attempts to decrease the prevalence of B will also aid in

decreasing the prevalence of all types. However, in this analysis
* / • "

we have restricted our calculations to benefits accrued fron a

decrease in hepatitis B.

2.1.2 Accuracy and Costs of Tests for Hbs Ag •

Two types of tests are available: second generation tests

'(e.g., counterelectrophoresis (CEP) or reversed passive latex

agglutination (RPLA) and third generation tests (radioiinnunoassays
.

(RIA)) or reversed passive hemagglutination assays (RPHA). use

of the latter is required in the USA because of their improved
• « " "

sensitivity. In standard test panel assays, second generation

tests detect only 66% of sera which are positive by third genera-

tion tests. "Moreover, second generation tests are not so specific,

having a false positive rate of about 5% (Gerety, 1975). " Third

generation tests are considered 100% specific if only blood samples
f\

which are positive on two different assays are considered positive
*

(Abbott, 1976). Otherwise, the specificity is slightly less.

• In the United States, second generation tests purchased

commercially cost about $0.40-$0.50 for materials and $1.00 for

labor; third generation tests cost at least twice as much for
. .

materials, $0.75-$1.30, and the same amount for labor (Abbott

Laboratories and American Red Cross estimates, 1977). Second

generation tests can be made locally for about $0.20 per test

whereas third generation tests cannot. (Shumacher, verbal cor

1977).

S. _#~v, "• f
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In India, third generation tests are not generally used; the

-only estimate of the cost of second generation tests (CEP) comes

from the Tata Blood Bank. There, the tests include imported

medium for eleetrophoresis and imported standard antiserum

(Boehringwerke Division of Hoechst)', glassware, chemicals ar.d the

salary of one technician for processing about 10,000 donors par

year. The cost is approximately 10 Rs per test (Nair, 197?);

'most of this cost (90S) is for WHO standard antiseruia.

4,2.1.3 Blood Procurement in India

About 2.3-4% of voluntary blood donors (Pal, 1974; John,

1974) and SS of professional.donors are positive for Hbs Ag when

tested with second generation tests. The Indian Red Cross and

representative large public hospitals (e.g., KEM and JJ in Bombay,

SafdarJang in Delhi) each process about 10,000 units blood par

year and distribute an average of two units per patient.

2.1 Methods

2.2.1 Underlying Facts and Assumptions

Most health consequences associated either with screening for

the hepatitis B surface antigen by second or third generation tests

or with no screening at all were derived from published and un-

published data from the Veteran's Administration (Seeff, et al.,
»

1977 and Wright, E., personal communications) (See Appendix A for

a detailed discussion of these data.)- In the donors of this series

the hepatitis B carrier rate as defined by RIA was 3.89%. Each
•

recipient in this series received an average of 3.4 transfusions.

Approximately 2/3 of all bloods were screened initially ty CE?
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and the remainder were not. All units were later tested with RIA.
* * *

Among patients receiving RIA positive (RIA+) blood 0.271 developed

hepatitis and 0.167 developed hepatitis B. Corresponding figures
\

for those receiving RIA negative fRIA-) blood were 0.121 and 0.025

respectively. The incidence rates for hepatitis and hepatitis B

among those receiving RIAH- blood depended upon whether the unit had

_been previously screened with the CEP assay (Table 1).

Hospitalization rates among those with icteric hepatitis varied

with the results of the radioimniunoassay. Patients with hepatitis

from an RIA+ unit had a greater chance of requiring hospitalizatioa

(0.385) than did those with disease from a negative unit (0.155).

Data on the rates of hospitalization for hepatitis B as a function
•

of the RIA result were not available. Hence, we made three assump-

tions to obtain approximate estimates for these rates: (1) all

patients with hepatitis B whose donor blood had been prescreened with

RIA and were RIA negative had a rate of 0.155; (2) the excess

number of patients with hepatitis B whose donor blood had been pre-

screened with CEP over the number present among those screened with

RIA had a rate of 0.385; the remainder had a rate of 0.155; (3) the

excess number of patients with hepatitis B whose donor blood had

not been prescreened over the number present among those screened .

with RIA had a rate of 0.385; the remainder had a rate of 0.155. t

2.2.2 Overall Strategy

Our strategy involved comparing financial costs and health benefits

associated with screening potential donors for Hbs Ag with those

associated with not screening at all. We based all calculations en

a starting point of 10,000 transfusions and calculated the- r.urhcr of
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potential donors needed to reach this point with and without the use

of second or third generation tests. We studied two prototypical

situations:, the first assumed a carrier rate of Hbs Ag of 3.89%

and an average of 3.4 transfusions per patient '(this situation

is similar to the experiences in the USA). The second assumed

a carrier rate for Hbs Ag of 12% and an average of 2.0 transfusions

per patient (this situation is similar to the experience in India).

In both cases we studied three health endpoints (Figure 2.2):

(1) the total number of cases of hepatitis B; (2) the number of

hospital days required for patients with hepatitis B, and (3) the

number of deaths resulting from hepatitis B; this latter figure

was assumed to number 10% of all patients hospitalized for hepatitis

B (Madangopalan, 1973). In this analysis financial costs v;ere made

f.rom two points of view — calculation of total costs and calculation

of marginal costs. In a supplementary analysis (Appendix B) break-

. even costs and net benefits were also calcualted. None of the

cost calculations" included costs related to the post-hospitalization

care of acute hepatitis or to the long-term care of patients with

chronic active hepatitis (Krishamurthy, 1976). Total costs induced

costs of blood collection, diagnostic testing and treatment (hos-

pitalization). Marginal costs of avoiding one additional case of .

hepatitis B or one additional day of hospitalization for hepatitis

B were calculated using the costs of blood collection and diagnostic

testing. Marginal costs of avoiding one additional death also

included the cost of treatment in the calculations.
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In all cost calculations we assumed that the average cost of

!collecting a unit of blood was 15 Rs. We further assumed that the

average cost of hospitalization was 37 Rs per day and that the
\ •

average length of stay for hepatitis B v?as 14 days. Because of tr.5

critical nature of the costs for diagnostic testing in all estimates,

we did a sensitivity analysis around this item and assumed that

diagnostic testing for second and third generation tests could

vary from our initially assumed values of 10 and 15 Rs, respectively,

to values as low as 4 Rs and.7.5 Rs.
• •

"2.3 Results

The results indicate that, given our assumptions, introducticr.

of testing for the hepatitis antigen in blood donor will have bofch
•

health benefits and financial costs. The tradeoffs between the two

vary with the carrier rate for the antigen in the population and

with costs for diagnostic testing (Tables 2.2 to 2.3). Under none

of the conditions studied, however, were total costs for blood

collection, diagnosis and treatment less than for third generation

tests than for second generation tests. In all cases, health

benefits increased with the use of third generation tests.

.At a carrier rate of 12%, total costs of blood collection,

diagnostic testing, and treatment were increased when screening was.

done with either CEP or RIA (Table 2.2a). The marginal costs of

averting a case of hepatitis B by either screening test varied

from 604 to 786 Rs and the marginal costs of averting a hospital

day varied from 111 to 145 Rs. Marginal costs for life saving

were approximately a factor of .10 or more. These data suggest th=-
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the differences in the marginal costs associated with use of second

or third generation tests are relatively small. They further

suggest, assuming there are .many hidden costs that are not cap-

tured by considering only a 14 day hospital stay, that the marginal

costs (benefits) of avoiding a hospital day may actually approximate

the marginal costs associated with diagnostic testing. .

When the carrier rate drops to -under 4% and the number of

•transfusions per patient increases the same types of trends

occurred (Table 2.3a). However, here the marginal costs were
• .

higher; for example, the marginal costs of avoiding a hospital day

were now over 300 Rs. Even assuming hidden costs, in this case

unlike the preceding one, it is unlikely that marginal costs

(benefits) of averting a hospital day would approximate marginal

costs associated with diagnostic testing.

. A reduction in the costs of second and third generation tests

from. 10 and 15 Rs respectively to 4 and 7.5 Rs made an enormous

impact, as expected (Tables 2.2b and 2.3b). For a carrier rate of

12% the marginal costs of avoiding hospitalization were 55 to 73

Rs for second and third generation tests and for a carrier rate of
«:

under 4% they were 141 and 182 Rs respectively. At these cost levels

financial benefits can be achieved from testing without recourse

to consideration of hidden costs not captured in hospitalization

'costs alone. .

2.4 Recommendations
•

This analysis has demonstrated that both health benefits and

financial costs are strongly dsper.cient upon the following escncr.i;

and epideiaiologic considerations. If these calculations are to be

" v
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used for realistic planning, the following information should be

generated by prospective research efforts: .

1. Accurate and generalized cost data must be

(a) second generation tests

(b) third generation tests

(c) hospitalization per day

. (d) follow up care for hepatitis (ignored in our analysis),

including lost wages

(e) blood collection
»

. 2. Data on the incidence of post-transfusion hepatitis as a

function of the carrier rates.
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Table 2.1: Incidence of total hepatitis and hepatitis B ar.;cng

patients receiving PIA + blood which had either no

previous testin™ or a negative CEP test

Total hepatitis

Type B hepatitis

Total

0.271

0.167

CEP done and
negative

0.219

0.125

Ko prior.tests

0.375

0.250
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Hepatitis B .

*:> • - Transfusions/pti = 2

|?c Health Parameters

r** *• * *

>e No. Units transfused

r No. donors screened

? ; No. units discarded

Inappropriate discards

; No. cases of post- transfusion
hepatitis: total

' type B

I ''- No. cases hospitalized with
;-. icteric disease
>- - _ "
'•:. No. patient days

No. deaths

Financial Costs

Costs of blood collection
(6 15 Rs)

Costs of diagnostic testing
; (610 and 15 Rs)

Costs of treatment
{637 Rs)

; '• Total costs of Dx, Rx and 'T*.
collection (Ks) ••--:%.-

No Test

10,000

10,000

O

O

910

399

12A

1,736

IZA

150,000

O

' . ro
64,232 "

214,232

CEP Test RIA Test

10,000 10,000

11,416 11,564 .

1,416 1,364

502 O

649 604 y

175 130 ":£

.37 20 r.\

"518 280 ^

3.7 2.0 V

171,240 170,460 Vv^

114,160 190,920

19,166 10,360 ^

304,566 371,740 . ';

Marginal Costs (Rs)

Per additional case of hepatitis B
averted NA

Per additional hospital day fron
hepatitis B averted NA

Per additional death from hepatitis B
avertoü _ KA

604

111

10,333

786

145

15.V.5

>4
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Table 2.2b

Marginal Costs for Carrier Rate of

Transfusion/pt. =2

CEP = 4 Rs ;

RIA = 7.5 Rs.

Marginal Costs (Rs)

Per additional case of hepatitis
B averted

Per additional hospital day from
hepatitis B averted

• •

-Per additional death from
hepatitis B averted

Ko Test

NA

NA

NA

\
'CHP Test

298

SS

2510

RIA Test:

393

73

4982
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Table 2.3

Impact of CEP and RIA Testing on Hepatitis B

HbsAg carrier rate « 3.89*

Transfusions/pt. » 3.4

Health Parameters
•

*

No. units transfixed

No. donors screened

Np. units discardsd

Inappropriate discards

No. cases of post-transfusion
hepatitis: total

type B

No. cases hepatitis B hospitalized
with icteric disease

Np. patient days

. No. deaths

Financial Costs

Costs of blood collection
C§ 15 Rs)

Casts of diagnostic testing
(6 10 and IS Rs)

Costs of treatnent
(6 37 Rs)
*

Total costs of Dx, Rx, and
collection (Rs)

•

Marginal Costs (Rs)

No Test CEP Test RIA Test

10,OtO

10,000

. O

O

453

164

• 45

630

4.5

150,000

O

23,310 -v'

173,310

10,000

10,799

799

519

370

90

•17

238

1.7

161,985

107,990

8,806

278,781

10,GOC

10,405 •

405

O

355

77

12

168

1.2

156,075

162,135

6,216

324,426

Per additional case of hepatitis B
averted NA

Per additional hospital day from
hepatitis B averted NA

Per additional death front hepatitis B
averted fc

1,621

306

37,668

1,933

36-J

45,79?
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Table 2.3b

Marginal Costs of Carrier Rates of 3.835,

Trans£usions/pt = 3.4

CEP = 4 Rs

RIA = 7.5 Rs

Ko Test

Marginal Costs (Rs) "

Per additional case of hepatitis
B averted

Per additional hospital day fron.
hepatitis B averted

•

Per additional death from
hepatitis B averted

NA

NA

NA

CKP 'JEst RIA Test

746

141

14,528

967

182

20,303

;r'
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Appendix A

Summary of. data from reference 8 and from personal communications

with E.G. V7right. Also, sunur.ary of references drawn from, these

data by us.

Number of-' patients receiving HbsAg positive (•{-) blood = 48

Number of patients receiving HbsAg negative {-) blood =960

(Minor assumption: each patient received 3.4 transfusions,
•

therefore, no. bloods transfused = 3.4 x 1008 - 3427}

No. (+) bloods transfused = 28 (i.e., no more than 1 per

patient)
».

No. (-) bloods transfused = 3379

• ' . . Incidence of Hepatitis:

Total in patients receiving (+) blood 13/48. = .271

Total in patients receiving (-) blood 116/960 = .121

Type .B in patients receiving (+) blood 8/48 = .167

Type. B in patients receiving (-) blood 25/960 = .026

Type non-B in patients receiving (+) blood 5/48 = .104

Type non-B in patients receiving (-) blood 91/960 = .095

HbsAg conversion (*) blood 21/48 = .438

hepatitis _ 8
conversion !3T = .381

HbsAg conversion (-) blood 227/960 = .236

• hepatitis « 25 = .110.
conversion 2*27
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*f:
Hospitalization:

For patients receiving a (+) blood . = 5/13 = .385 of those with
i

"hepatitis • j
• I 1

For patients receiving a (-) blood = 18/116 = .155 of those with

hepatitis 9

Extent of previous CEP testing in 48 patients receiving RI?. {+)

'blood: 67% of 3427 transfusions were screened by CEP (personal

communication, Wright and Seeff).

Total
48

CEP (-)

32

No Prior Test
16

6 (.375)

4 (.250)

3427 transfusion

Number of patients

Total hepatitis - 13 (..271) 7 C.219)

Type B hepatitis 8 (.167) 4 (.125)

RIA testing of untested and CEP- tested blood

RIA* RIA-

untested 16 1126
*

.'CEP- 32 2253

(2) Assumptions

For CEP test: TPR = .667 FPR = .05
-Jf'

Thus.for blood screened by CEP and tested after, transfusion by

RIA

Transfused . 2253 RIA- CEP- 32 RIA+ CEP- 2285*Total

Discarded 118 RIA- CEP+ 64 RIA+ CEP+ 182 Total
; 2371 96

(RIA transfusions) (RIA discards) ' 2467 donors

*22S5 = 3427 X 0.6667

Hepatitis B carrier rate as defined by RIA is 96/2467 = .0339
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3. An Example: Cost Effectiveness of New Tests in the Diagnosis

of Tuberculous Meningitis and of New Drugs in the Treatment

of Tbm I
• i

» I
An analysis of the costs and benefits associated with new

techniques used in the diagnosis and/or treatment of tuberculoys

meningitis (Tbm) is a useful one for two purposes: (1) it illus-

trates the enormous impact disease prevalence has on the evalua-

tion of a new test and; (2) it points out the parameters critical

in choosing between the introduction of a new diagnostic test

and the introduction of a new treatment. The first part of this

analysis involves determination of the benefits and' costs associated

with the'use of an existing test (the radiobromidc partition

test) and of a theoretically perfect test, in the diagnosis of

tuberculous meningitis of children in India. The second part

determines the relative financial costs and health benefits
;, *

associated with the routine use of "second line"'therapy (e.g.,

rifampin) instead of conventional therapy in this disease."

3.1 Background . "
&'

•3.1.1 Tuberculous Meningitis in India

Although this analysis will concentrate on tuberculous meningitis,

it is useful for comparative purposes to consider briefly some

of the epidemiologic data on pulmonary tuberculosis as well.

In adults pulmonary tuberculosis is extremely comrson, being present

in about 1.8% of the Indian population-. The average urban death

rate from all forms of tuberculosis is approximately 9.5 per 10,000
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C.
Nr.-

i lfr

population with most adult deaths due to the pulmonary form and

most childhood deaths due to the meningitic form ,(Udani, 1976a).

-In pediatric hospitalized patients, Tbm is the fourth or fifth

cause of death with mortality r.ates varying from 29-50% depending

upon the time lapse between onset of symptoms and diagnosis and

treatment (Table 1) (Udani, 1976a and b).

In pediatric hospitals the proportion of total bed days

accounted for by patients with Tbm is about 10%. From 1967-1971

these patients accounted for.400 admissions per year (6.2S of all
•

admissions) at the Institute for Child Health at the J.J. Group

of Hospitals in Bombay (Udani, 1976a) and 180 admissions per year

(6.0% of all admissions) at the private Wadia Children's

Hospital in Bombay (unpublished data, Wadia Hospital and H. DaCosta,

1977, verbal communication), in both of these hospitals the average

"length of stay is up to 30 days'and is followed by outpatient treat-

ment from one to two years (Marker, 1977; DaCosta, 1977, verbal
.; •

communication). Other hospitals, such as those in Madras,: serve

a greater number of patients with Tbm and there the proportion

of bed days accounted for by Tbm is higher (up to 30%) (B.N.M.

Barua, verbal communication, 1977).
.•

Although in anecdotal conversation Tbm is frequently discussed
•

as an extremely common form of meningitis in India, it is not

necessarily the most common. In fact, the estimated percentage of

Tb» among all forms of meningitis varies from a low of 30% to a high

of 80% (M. Singh, H. Da Costa, V. Virmani). Other fgrms include
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both bacterial and viral, the latter 'probably about 10% of the total.

3.1.2 Diagnosis of

Currently the diagnosis of tuberculous meningitis is usually
• '

made by consideration of length of symptomatology, CSP characteristics

on smear (presence or absence of AFB, number and types of cells) ,

and CSF sugar .and protein levels. These indicators are frequently

equivocal in children because of ineffective pretreatment with

antibacterial agents by local rural doctors. In general, however,

the accuracy of the clinical. diagnosis is said to be around 70%

(Virmani, 1977, verbal communication). In adults, the numbers of

false positive and false negative errors are approximately equal

(Virmani, 'unpublished autopsy data, 1977) . No analogous data are

available for children.
: In some institutions the radiobromide partition test has also

-been used for diagnostic purposes; it measures the distribution
82between serum and CSF of intravenously injected Br. Approximately

f\
90% of patients with Tbm have a serum/CSF partition less than or

equal to 1.6 while 10-15% of patients with non-tuberculous meningitis

have values in this range (Vejjajiva, 19.7?.j. Mandal, 1972; Rangan,
• • »* '

1976; DaCosta, 1977).
.*

A theoretically perfect test for the diagnosis of Tbm is
• ' " *

presently unavailable; it would obviously detect all patients with

this disease and misclassify no patients without this disease.

At one time several investigators hoped that the radiometric ident-

ification of M. tuberculosis would be such a perfrect test. However,

these hopes have not materialiaed. ~~
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3.1.3 Treatment o£ Tbm in India

Conventionally/ in India, two or three of the following drugs -

PAS, INH and streptomycin - are used first in-hospital for 30 days

and then out-of-hospital for 1 1/2 to 2 years. .In occasional

institutions a "second line" drug, rifampin or ethambutol, is used

for two to three weeks in-hospital and 1 1/2 years out-of-hospital.

Data on the sensitivities of these drugs in the CSF are sparse and

are assumed equal to those in the lungs. In the CSF there is a

9.7% resistance to INH, PAS and streptomycin (Steiner, 1973).
•

At .least for pulmonary disease there is little or no resistance

to second-line therapy, only a dropout rate of 5% from side effects.

3.2 Methods

• 3.2.1 Overall Strategy

Our overall approach is summarized in Figure 3.1 which relates

use of a new diagnostic test to introduction of a new therapy.

We made three basic assumptions: (1) that the prevalence (P) of
f\

Tbm among all patients thought to have Tbm can vary from 30% to

80% (first square decision node); (2) that the means of diagnosis

.(i) of Tbra can be clinical findings or laboratory data, the latter

based on results of either the radiobromide partition test or of

a theoretically perfect test. These three means to diagnosis have
• «

respectively true positive (p.̂ ) and false positive (q.) rates of

(0.70, 0.30), (0.90, 0.15) and (1.00,' 0.00); (3) resultant treatment

(j) for Tbm can be either conventional therapy (j=l) or second

line therapy (j=2); days in hospital and health outcomes for these

two treatments vary as indicated.
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. • In this strategy the health benefits that can be guantitated

on the basis of available data are: (1) numbers of patients

correctly treated for Tbm; (2) number of patients cured of Tbm; (3)

number of deaths from all types of meningitis and' the number of

deaths prevented by better diagnosis and treatment; and (4) total

number of hospital days required for treatment. Calculation of the

number of patients correctly treated for Tbm required knowledge of

the true positive (TP)' and false positive (FP) ratios of the

various diagnostic strategies as well as knowledge of disease
•

prevalence. In order to calculate the numbers of patients cured

using each of the diagnostic strategies, we assumed that with

conventional therapy 50% of all TP diagnoses, 20% of all false

negative (FN) diagnoses and 90% of true negative (TN) and PP

diagnoses resulted in cures (Table 2) (Maniar, 1972). With second

. .line therapy the number of patients cured of Tbm increased from

50% to 75% (Table 2).

In order to estimate the number of deaths associated with

each of the. diagnostic strategies, we made three asusmptions

(Table 2): (1) With current therapies, 30% of patients with Tbm

-and treated "for Tbm die (Maniar, 1972; Visudhiphan, 1975); this

is the death rate for patients v/ith true positive diagnoses; with
•

second line 'therapy - rifampin, ethambutol this mortality drops

to 5%; (2) The death rate in those with either a marked delay in

diagnosis of Tbm or a total failure to diagnose Tbm (both considered

false negative diagnoses) is approximately 60%; (3) The average

mortality for all patients without Tbm (i.e., with asceptic,

.•--• 7-'J



-bacterial or fungal meningitis, or encephalitis), is 10%. We

then assumed that for a particular type of therapy all deaths

resulting when a perfect diagnostic test is used are inevitable

and that the excess number of deaths occurring with other diag-
• »

nostic techniques are preventable.

In order to calculate total hospital days we assumed that,

with conventional therapy patients treated for Tbm either correctly

(TP) or incorrectly (FP) would be hospitalized for 42 days, that

patients without Tbm and with other meningitic disease (TN) would
• «

be treated for 14 days, and that patients not recognized as having

Tbm (FN) would not respond well to other therapies and hence would

be hospitalized for a long period - 42 days (Table 2).. This latter

• estimate may be a conservative one, particularly if the death rate

in this group stays at 10%. For second line therapy the length of

/hospitalization for TP diagnoses dropped from 42 days to 21 days

(Table 2). In all cases we assumed that all deaths occurred at

the midpoint of hospitalization. As in the discussion of lives

lost, we assumed that, for both types of therapy, bed days' resulting

when a perfect diagnostic test is used are¥. inevitable and that
• .'*»£>* '

excess days occurring with other diagnostic techniques are preventable.

3.2.2 Financial Considerations
•

All financial costs were based on several estimates. For

"diagnostic tests we used two ranges of costs, both assuming a basic

cost of 47 Rs for a clinical investigation (CSF glucose = 6 Rs,

CSF protein - 6 Us, hemogram = 20 Rs and CSF culture « 15 Rs).

Schedule 1 then assumed a bromide test would cost an additional

10 Rs and a perfect test, an additional 15 Rs per patient;
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Schedule 2 assumed higher additional figures of 20 Rs and 30 Rs

•Respectively. For treatment we assumed a daily hospital cost of

37*Rs' (Chitari, K.E.M., estimates, verbal communication, 1977),

a cost of outpatient treatment with conventional drugs for 1 1/2
»

years at 330 Rs/year and a cost of second line therapy for one year

at 1800 Rs/year (Udani, 1976b).

We Calculated several costs for all three diagnostic

techniques at all three prevalences:

(1) Total costs for diagnosis using schedules 1 and 2;

(2) 'fetal costs for treatment using conventional or second

line therapy;

(3) jTqtal costs for diagnosis and treatment using both

diagnostic costing schedules 1 and 2 for conventional

treatment and schedule 1 for second-line treatment.

<4) Average cost of case finding for schedules 1 and 2.

{£>) Marginal costs of

. . a) achieving an additional cure using the bromide test

for diagnosis instead of present clinical diagnostic

techniques; •

-•--. b) achieving an additional cure using a perfect test

instead of present clinical diagnostic techniques;
" •

«) achieving an additional cure by introducing seconrl-

.line therapy along with present clinical diagnostic

techniques'

This is a 1975 figure as are costs of medication. All would have
to be increased to some extent in order to obtain accurate current
estimate.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Health and Financial Results for Three Diagnostic

"Techniques and Conventional Therapy

With present clinical diagnostic techniques, the proportion

of patients correctly treated for Tbm varied from 50% to 90%

as the prevalence of Tbm increased from 30% to 80% (Tables 3a-c) .

The bromide test increased these percentages from 72% to 96% and

a perfect test obviously made all of them 100%. The number of

cures per 1000 patients originally suspected of having Tbm in-

creased as both the diagnostic test improved and as the prevalence

of Tbm increased: at a 30% prevalence the maximum percent increase

"780— *in cures from a new test was 3.6% { 753 ) whereas at 80% it

rose to 14 . 2% (Tables 3a-c) . Under these same circumstances the

number of deaths dropped, with the largest decreases occurring at

higher prevalences. For example, at a prevalence rate of 80%, intro-

duction of a bromide test decreased the proportion of preventable
t\

deaths from 72 per 1000 patients to 24 per 1000 patients whereas
;.

•at a prevalence rate of 30%, the decrease was only from 27 to 9

per 1000. '

Because of the large impact of false positive diagnoses on

total hospital stay, the number of preventable hospital days was
•

greatest at 'lower prevalences of disease than at higher ones and

at all prevalences the percentage drop resulting from use of the

bromide test instead of clinical diagnosis was 50% (Tables 3a-c) .

For all diagnostic techniques and' disease prevalences, 3iag-

nostic costs were a small fraction (̂ 5%) of treatment costs and

*Ĥ

^-=TV
t, .v..--"

v̂'.

-;£"- -T „

Ŝ ;-
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thus the average cost of case finding under all conditions was

less than the cost of one week's hospitalization .(Tables 3a-c).

3.3.2 Comparison of Conventional and Second-Line Therapies

In accord with the discussion above, all possible direct

comparisons (number of cures, hospital days and total costs of

diagnosis and therapy) among the three different diagnostic *

techniques and' the two kinds of therapy are listed in Table 4.

Introduction of second-line therapy instead of conventional therapy

resulted in an increase in the proportion of cures from 6.9% to 27.6%
• <

as prevalence increased from 30% to 80%. These percentage increases

are approximately twice as large as those achieved by introduction

of a perfect diagnostic test (cf. 3.3.1). Moreover,-if second-

line therapy were introduced, the effect of diagnostic testing

would be greater than for conventional therapy (increases in per-

centage cured from 3.6 - 6.2%, 6.8 - 11.2% and 14.2 - 20.4% as

prevalence varied from 30% to 80%). Introduction of both new
,\ •

diagnostic tests and new therapy led to the maximum changed in

cured patients, an increase of over 50% for 80% prevalence of disease.

Although all total lengths of stay and. cost figures in
. ' . -*•* **" *

Table 4 could have been used to calculate a variety of different

marginal costs, we assumed the three were the most relevant for
•

calculating 'the marginal cost of achieving an additional cure:

(1) use of the bromide test instead "of clinical evaluation both

with conventional therapy, (2) use of a perfect test instead of

clinical evaluation both with conventional therapy and (3) use of

rifampin along with the present conventional clinical evaluation.
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In the first two cases at prevalences of Tbm of 30% or 50%, there

was always a net benefit from introduction of a new test {Table 5).

At a prevalence of 80% the total costs of therapy rose, resulting

in a marginal cost of between 694 -and 958 Rs for an additional

cured patient, depending upon' whether a theoretically perfect or

a bromide test was used.

Introduction of second-line treatment at low prevalence rates

(30%) had approximately the same marginal cost of achieving an

additional cure as does introduction of a perfect diagnostic
»

technique. At higher prevalences the marginal cost increased

(Table 5). Thus, the prevalence rate of Tbm is one of the key

determinants in the decision to institute either new therapy or new

diagnostic techniques.

•3.4 Conclusions

• Before final recommendations can be made regarding the value

of introducing and promulgating the bromide test as it now is or
t\

of searching for a perfect test, several pieces of data are needed:
/

(1) All figures and conclusions depend markedly on the

actual prevalence of Tbm. Better estimates of this are

needed for urban and rural areas.
/V

(2) More accurate mortality rates and cure rates are needed

for all forms of meningitis, tubercular and otherwise.

(3) Prognosis varies considerably with the time between onset

of symptoms and diagnosis. Because of the sparcity of

data on this subject, we ignored time considerations.

Clearly^ though, they are important; e.g., if all children

•••-
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present late, a diagnostic test will have a smaller

impact than if they present earlier.

(4) When financial costs are ignored, the introduction of

second7Une therapy v;ill lead to more cures than the

introduction of even a perfect diagnostic test. The

major case that might be made for introducing the •

diagnostic tests alone is 'that they will improve case

•finding and/ to some extent, cure rates (3.5% at pre-

valence rate 30%; 6.8% at prevalence rate 50%; 14.2%
. * •

at prevalence rate 80%) . If second-line therapy is intro-

duced the impact of the diagnostic test is greater

• (nearly double the percentages given above). The intro-

duction of both is predicted to have a considerable

impact on the outcome of Tbm (13.5% at 30% prevalence;

26.0% at 50% prevalence; 53.5% at 80% prevalence).

— SJ . '
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• Table 'l

Influence of Time to Diagnosis from Onset

of Symptoms on Final Prognosis: % in Each Category

Final Mental State

Normal

Moron/Imbecile/
Idiot

Dead

0-5 days*

54

20

26
100

>5 days

25

18.

, 57
100

21% of total

Reference: Maniar 1974
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Table 2
i

Summary of Assumptions Used for Calculation

of Health Benefits and Financial Costs

Conventional
Treatment

TP diagnoses
PN diagnoses
TN diagnoses
PP diagnoses

Mortality Cure Length of
Rate (%) Rate (%> Stay (days)

30
60

10
10

50
20

90
90

42
42
14
42

Second-Line
Treatment

TP diagnoses 5
.PN diagnoses 60

TN diagnoses 10
FP diagnoses 10

75
20

90
90

21

42
14
42.
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Table 3a
t

Impact of Diagnostic Testing on Case Finding,

Life Saving and Total and Average Financial Costs

in 1000 Patients Suspected of having Tbm and Treated

with Conventional Therapy: Prevalence 30%

Diagnostic Technique

Clinical Bromide Perfect Test
(70/3O)*

Health -Results

t cases Rx1 ed for Tbm

S correctly Rx 'ed for Tbm

# cures (nl patients)

f deaths

{ preventable

f hospital days for conventional
Rx 25

# preventable days 8

Total Financial Costs (Rs)

Diagnosis - schedule 1 47

schedule 2 47

420
210
753
187 •

27

,039

,379

,000

,000

(90/15)*

375
270
771
169
9

22,631

4,200

57,000

67,000

(100/O)*
•

300

300

780

160

O

20,020

O

62,000

77,000

Treatment - conventional 1.04x10

Total costs (Rs)

Dx(I) + Rx

Dx (2) -f Rx

Average Cost of Case Finding'

1.084x10

1.084x106

0.93IxIO1

0.988x10

0.998x10*

224 211-248
**

0.810x10

O..872x10*

0.887xlO(

207-257
**

TP ratio/FP ratio
**
All ranges represent schedules 1 and 2
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Table 3b

Impact of Diagnostic Testing on Case Finding,

Life Saving and Total and Average Financial Costs

in 1000 Patients Suspected of having Tbm and Treated

with Conventional Therapy: Prevalence 50%

Diagnostic Technique

Health Results

f cases Rx'ed for Tbm

f correctly Rx'ed

f cures (nl patients)

jf deaths

$ preventable

f hospital days for

Clinical
(70/30)*

500

350

655

245

45

Bromide
(90/15)*

525

450

685

215

15

Perfect Test
(ICO/0)*

500

500

700

200

O

conventional Rx

$ preventable days

Total Financial Costs (Rs)

Diagnosis - schedule 1
schedule 2

Treatment - conventional
Total costs (Rs)

Dx(I) + Rx

27,545

5,985

47,000

47,000

1.144xl06

1.19IxIO6

26,173

2,982

57,000

67,000

1.094xl06

.

1.15IxIO6

24,500

O

62,000

77,000

1.022xl06

l;084x!05

Dx(2) H- Rx 1.191x10 1.161x10

Average Cost of Case
Finding (Rs) . 134 127-149"

**

**

l;099xlO

124-154
**

TP/FP ratio

All ranges represent schedules 1 and 2
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Table 3c

Impact of Diagnostic Testing on Case Finding,
Life Saving and Total and Average Financial Costs
in IÖOÖ Patients Suspected of having Tbra.and Treated

With Conventional Therapy: Prevalence 80%

Diagnostic Technique
Clinical Bromide Perfect Tss-

Health Results

I cases RX 'ed for Tbra
Jf correctly Rx 'ed for
f cures JnI patients)
I deaths
# preventable
f hospital days for
conventional Rx
. f preventable days

§totäi. . Financial Costs

Diagnosis - schedule 1
schedule 2

(70/3O)*

620
Tbm 560

508
332
72

31,304
2,394

(RS)

47,000
47,000

(90/15)*

750
720
556
284
24

31,514
1,197

57,000
67,000

(100/Gj*

800
800
580
260

O

31,220 ,
O

62,000

77,000
$j?eatfcient - Conventional 1.305x10 1.341x10

f\

^ötäl costs (Rs)
Dx(I) f'RX 1.352xl06 1.39SxIO6

bx(2) * Rx 1.352xl06 1.408xl06

Average Cost of Case
finding .(Rs) 84 79-93*

1.34OxIO

1.402xlOc

1.417x!0e

78-96*

tP/FP ratio
*

ranges represent schedules 1 and 2

<'S
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753

805

25,039

121,831

771

838

22,631

18,508

780

855

20,020

15,445

1.084x10° 0.988x10° 0.872xlOc

1.317x10° 1.804x10*
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Table 4

Impact of Second-Line Therapy on Hospital Stay

and Number of Cured Patients: The Costs of Diagnosis

and the Costs of Therapy for 1000 Patients
•

Diagnostic Technique

Clinical Bromide Perfect Test
• •" "- - — -1 "™ • ' -' - — ~' ^1- ;—"- — "• ~

30%

Cures
Conventional
Second line'

Hospital stay {$ days)

Conventional Rx

Second line Rx

Total costs of Dx and Rx

Conventional Rx
Second Line Rx

50% •
Cures •
Conventional
Second line
Hospital stay (# days)
Conventional Rx
Second line Rx
Total costs of Dx and Rx
Conventional Rx
Second line Rx
50%
Cures
Conventional
Second line
Hospital stay (I days)
Conventional Rx
Second line Rx
Total costs of Dx and Rx
Conventional Rx
Second line Rx

1.506xlOl

655
742

27,545
22,202

1.191x10*
1*662x10

685

797

26,173

19,316

700

825

24,500

16,875

6
1.151x10° 1.084x10*

1.606xlÖ6 1.479x106

508

648

31,304

22,764

556

736

31,514

20,534

580

780

31,220

19,020

1.352x10° 1.398x10° 1.402x10*

I.897x10* 2,04OxIO6 2.072xlO(
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A'. A 1'roliminarv Cost-Effectiveness Analysis .of ningnosing Thyroit. Disease^

In India Using iladioirireunoassays

The extent and importance of undiagnoscd thyroid disease in India

is uncertain. Sor.e observers hold that undiagnosed thyroid disease is pre-

valent only in regions with limited access to medical care. Recent in-

vestigations in iodine-deficit regions have shown thirty-six percent of
•

poor children to have goiter in contrast to seven percent of rich children.

One expert estimates hyperthyroidism throughout India at between 2.5 and

3.0 percent and hypothyroidism at twice that rate. Another, however, con-

siders undiagnosed hyperthyroidisnt to be most rare in areas with even

minimal access to cedical care. Hypothyroidisa in certain hill areas

deficit in iodine and with relatively poor access to health care say run as

high as 25 percent. In the hospital setting,'Safdarjang hospital in New

Delhi admitted 37 patients in 1975 for thyrotoxicosis. Of these, one

died. The average age was thirty-one years. These patients accounted for

0.05 percent of all admissions. King Edward Memorial Hospital in Boabay

treats an estimated 800 cases—mostly as outpatients—annually for thyroid

disease. The overwhelming majority of these are simple goiters, one tenth

the thyrotöxic, and one fortieth hypothyroid.

. Even though agreement is incomplete on the definition of subclinical
• *

hypothyroidism, there is consensus that its underdiagnosis is gross. Most

observers—although there are dissenters—consider hypothyroidisn to be a

T)ue to the scarcity of data, this paper is heavily based on expert judgaer.t. "
All facts and figures in this paragraph represent best expert judgment or recol
lection. In most cases, we were able to obtain confirmation of basic poirics
from more than one expert. The authors are indebted to Drs. R.1I. Sanerjee
and H.L. Prananick and Statistical Officer S.S. Jolly of Safdariang Fospltcl ±n
New Delhi, to Dr.. S.D. Bhandakar of the King Edward Memorial Eos&i/al ir 2s--- sy.
to Dr. R.D. Ganatra of Tata Memorial Hospital in Ecr.bsy, to Dr. P.S. La^se« c-
the Peter Bent Brighan Hospital in Sostou, to Or. R.S/Satoskar of -r.a ̂ aIr
Charitable Hospital in Bombay, to Dr. J, Star.bury of y. '.T,, to TJG- ----.c-' .-:
C '

,
firrr.s, ar.d to persons csscciatcd with' scrc-ir.ing prczrsr.s ir

chusevts, Ke„ York «d Virginia for cheir patience and assistance.
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.more important health problem than thyrotoxicosis (the countervailing hospital

figures notwithstanding). A critical issue in these arguments is the impor-

tance of the diseases in the Indian context. It has been asserted, for ex-

ample, that the Indian village woman is better able to function while hypo-

thyroid than her counterparts in other situnticns.

An important product of the continuing debate over thyroid disease in

India is the indication of further needed research. Clinical and laboratory

.procedures for diagnosis need to be better worked out; screening of repre-

sentatively random subpopulations will be critical in refining estimates of

prevalence; hard economic and sociological analysis is needed to gauge bet-

ter the seriousness of,the single case. We will, in what follows, apply cost-

effectiveness analysis as a partial answer to these problems. This nethodology

will enable us to estimate as best we can, given the limits of current in-

. formation, the likely returns per unit of cost to various strategies for case

finding of thyroid disease.

Current diagnostic techniques and costs are indicated in the listing

of thyroid-related procedures and their charges by the All-India Institute of
• - .. .--. ... .., -..-.--..-..---.-„-

Medical Sciences:

serum-free T, - 25 rupees

- 15 rupees each

.- 25 rupees

• - 25 rupees .

The cost for. complete investigation of thyrotoxicosis is 133.35 rupees.

thyroid auto-antibodies (TRC and FA)

radio-iodine uptake

thyroid scan

te
"i"

Fron "Classification of Charges/Fees" by the A.I.I.X.S., 1976.

'The reader oay assume for reference that one rupee is equivalent to roughly
twelve U.S. cents. .

&
Short, •.-r.titlo:! 197-S paper by the- Dê t:--r.:i; of Itu^le^r Medici-o, .\.r.I.M.:
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Discussion anong Indian experts in nuclear medicine5'brought out

the following points:

1) clinical examination may at times be sufficient for diagnosis;

2) there is no single optimal test for thyroid function;
• :

3) radio-iod'ir.e uptake tests have united resolution, involve

significant hazard due to radiation exposure» and arc too
: • •

often unnecessarily performed; and

4) primary testing procedures should be in vitro assays of T-, T,,

and TSH (even though considered at the time more expensive than
*•

!- . the in vivo uptake »-est). . .

Twenty Indian centers were reported in 1975 to be performing

radioimffiunoassays. Seven centers were estimating T̂ ; four T̂ J five, TSH;

and two, TBG. Pure hormones for labeling were in all cases obtained from

125
the U.K. or the U.S. Radioactive iodine ( I) was obtained fron Anershan,

U.K. (either directly or through the Bhabha Atomic Research Center (SARC).

At that time, only one center relied on kits rather than self-run assays.

Several centers, however, noted difficulty in raising antisera and in stan-

dardizing. For these reasons, kits were preferred for rarely performed

estimations. The primary drawback to the use of kits lay in their deceptive

simplicity enabling grave errors when used by persons unfamiliar with the

theory, practice, or equipment of the radioimmuhoassay.

Since that report was issued, BARC has made kits available for testing

°f T̂  and T̂ . At a price of 15 rupees per. sample, these tests are competitive

in cost with the in vivo determinations. As will be indicated below, large-

"Highlights of Discussion" fron the Rational Seminar on Nuclear Medicine
held 27 to 30 December, 1976 in Bocibay.

'Radioirrranoassay in India" by O.K. Kaara presented at the National
Seminar on Nuclear Medicine, 1976.
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.

scale testing should lead to substantial further reductions in

costs. • • • . •
i
\• •

Treatment

Treatment for hypothyroidism is thyroxine tablets, the monthly cost

of which is estimated to be 11 rupees per patient. The low

treatment cost enhances the appeal of screening strategies to detect hypo-

thyroidism. '

Hyperthyroidism is initially treated with drug therapy at a cost of

between one and three rupees per day. Compliance is thought to be good.
•

When reassessment indicates the limited efficacy of the drug, recourse

is either to surgery or to radioiodine therapy. A recent study of thyroid

surgery indicates that complications—wound sepsis, reactionary hemorrhage,

laryngeal nerve damage, hypoparathyroidism, and hypothyroidisni—occur in

eleven percent of surgical cases. With the lowered estimation of radio-

iodine risk and with evidence on the efficacy of reduced dosages, the trend

is toward increased preference for radioisotope therapy over surgery. Pa-

tients over thirty planning to have no further children vill now generally

receive radioiodine. Surgery is occasionally demanded for cosraetic reasons

by euthyroid goitrous patients. .

Screening Strategies

Current diagnostic strategy for thyroid disease in India essentially

limits laboratory testing to persons clinically identified. In areas where

access to health care is adequate, undiagnosed hyperthyroidisa is considered

minute vhile there is general if minimally documented agreement that aucli

Iov7-gra<3e undiagnosed hypothyroidisn persists.

. . Indian Journal of Surgery; December, 1974

O,
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Three types of screening programs have been suggested: 1) the epi-

demiologically-rmanaged survey to determine the prevalence and severity of

thyroid disease in different populations as a possible precursor to organized

intervention; 2) testing of all newborns; and 3) universal testing of the
•

general population" within specific geographic areas. We shall concentrate

on identifying the cost-effective strategies for the third type of study.
•

Cost of Screening ' •

We assume in line with current thinking—including that of the nuclear

medicine community in India—that radioimmunoassays for thyroid hormones
• .

represent diagnostic tests of choice. Either whole blood assays or filter-

paper assays are possible. The former are preferred by tiany hospitals de-

spite the .cost advantages of the latter for large samples. " Either type of

sample enables multiple determinations: one milliliter of blood suffices

for all thyroid hormone studies while six punches for six separate tests

can be obtained from a single blood prick for the filter-paper test. Pop-

ulations are thought more likely to accept pricking than limited extractions.
j\

The range of test costs can be seen in focusing exclusively on T,

determinations. As noted above, kits made in India are now available at a

cost of 15 rupees. Use of the kits requires additional resource constituents
' • ' • - o.

(labor, space, counter, centrifuge, refrigerator̂  of roughly 1.6 rupees per

test. Kits represent the preferred raode of testing for laboratories with

low volume. * )

For extensive population screening, it become cost-effective to have

centrally-located laboratories performing thousands of tests per week.
• .

For s. center testing one hundred serum samples per day, the cost
»

of T testing can be Vrokeri down into its various components as shewn

Vfe-
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t

in Table I. This indicates that testing in volume could be carried out

Table I ;

Cost Components for Serum T/t Determination in India

Item

325•''"l-labeled T̂

ant±-T, antiserum4
chemicals -

labor

gamma counter

centrifuge

Space

Cost/Test

0.5 rupees

0.1 rupees

0.1 rupees»

0.3 rupees

.0.7 rupees

• ' 0.4 rupees

0.4 rupees

TOTAL 2.5 rupees

at less than one.sixth the price of kit determinations. The nost uncertain

125of these price components is that of the !-labeled T,. This nust be

imported and is hence subject to vagaries of foreign exchange restrictions

and of logistics.

Cost components for the serum TSH test would be. comparable, with the

sole noteworthy difference being in the cost of the labeled hormone. Ve

estimate that this would come to 1.0 rupees per test thus raising the

total TSH serum test cost to 3.0 rupees.

Importance of Volume to CosjE ' • -

Estimates of the costs for the labeled hormone depend critically on

the volume demanded. It is thus not wholly relevant to note that enough

labeled TSH for 25,000 tests can be obtained for $200. This information

indicates that labeled TSH would cost less than one tenth o£ a rupee instead

8 ' • • - • - . .
All cost figures here are. based on estimates fron at least tvo sources sr
in some cases represent compromises between estimates. Our gratitude for
the assistance here of Dr. R.D. Ganatra is great.

ii

Hr-
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of the one rupee cost we have estimated. This viewpoint ignores, however,

•the nature of the production costs'. . •

Large fixed costs and low marginal costs are incurred in obtaining a

batch of labeled hormone. Depending on volume, it might thus cost but

ten percent more to obtain twice as much labeled hormone. Reversing the

viewpoint, a user buying half of a fixed-price lot r.ay only save ten percent

off the price for the full lot. Essentially this occurs because producer

pricing strategies must be geared to cover fixed costs.

This problem is exacerbated by the limited shelf lives of the labeled

hormone - roughly four weeks for T, and two weeks for TSH. It is not •
•

possible to purchase a large lot and to use it up slowly.

This consideration affects tht prices of all the radioimmunoassay

technologies. When, for instance, prices are cited for 5,000-unit filter

paper kits, it must be realised that few screening programs in the world

are large enough to take advantage of the prices. Unit prices night be

lowered by sharing of 'lots across programs. This, however, may be rendered

infeasible by distances or by conditions of sale.

^Among these qualifications, the brighter side of the coin ought not be

overlooked. As more regions turn to screening for thyroid disease and as

transportation problems are negotiated, prices will drop. This may make

labeled hormone universally available for as little as one cent or one tenth

of a rupee per sample.

Filter Paper Methods ^-• • /

Testing of newborns for T, in the United States is increasingly done

'by filter paper assays. These have to date proven slightly less accurate

than the serum assays but, in many circumstances, significantIy r.ore

convenient and feasible. The Massachusetts Hyopthyrold ism Screening

.Laboratory in Jamaica Plain will currently perforw tests for out-of-state

"x

A:.
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samples for $0.80 per test (a charge based on their cost analysis for the

procedure). We estimate that the test can be performed in India for as

little as 2.4 rupees per sample. ' This derives from comparison with Table I

and 'from noting that costs of labor will be reduced by at least one third

(perhaps by one half). (Less anti-serum would also be used.) In like vein,

the filter paper test for TSH is estimated to cost 2.9 rupees.

A recent variant of the filter paper test is based on specially coated

tubes for T, testing at a rate of 5,000 or more tests per week. The charge

' to users ranges between $0.20 and $0.35 per test. User centers incur further

costs of roughly $20,000 for a 500-tube computerized counter, of $0.04 per
•

sample for'the filter paper, and for technician labor and space. Converting

these costs to Indian terms (and neglecting the unique problems of mainten-

ance posed), exclusive of transportation; we estimate that total per-sanple

costs cotae to 2.2 rupees. This option becomes the more attractive when

the recentness of the technology is taken into account. Past trends and

current developments indicate that the per sample price of this technology

could drop to 1.2 rupees per sample within two years.
,%

Component filter paper tests - such as those performed in Massachusetts--

are more accurate than the coated-tube tests. They should also - when per-

formed on separable volume - be at least as inexpensive. (They use one tenth

the amount of antibody and are comparable on other cost components.)

A comparison of various costs cited and calculated is shown in Table IX.

• The first entry was estimated by a joint IAEA/VHO expert committee (for a

general, unspecified situation) and exceeds our estimates for Indian costs

by a factor of eleven. The discrepancy is to be ex-plained by salary

•Large saaple sizes are not only less expensive per unit but also nore accurate
in providing their own standards. Larscn ("Sadio'itjr.i-uosassay of Tr.vr::-:ir.e,
Triiodothyronine, and 'i'hyrotropin in Kunan Sane;" froti Manual of CJJIr.IcIl-
Inanunolgsy; American Society for Microbiology; 1976; pp.222-230) four.£~that
test results vary by the load of charcoal froa tho sane, csnufacturc-r. The
Calif or-i-i pro~rsr! :or testing r.cvbor-.= :.is rovr.r: :-I:-i- rest rcsv'-=- >-.•

c-n z:\-l vith tarper.icure. " '" "' "'
•' ' >'

r r~
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differences (annual technician's salary of $4,940 versus $935 in India),

by equipment differences (a second counter, an automatic pipette, a computer),

and by the limited volume (the nachinery assumed could be more intensively

used- and hence depreciated over a larger number of tests). Other entries are

self-explanatory.

' • N '
Screening Methodologies . .

For Hypothyroidisra in lodirsa-Sufficient Areas

Method 1; T, and TBG tests on serum.

Standard T, testing fails to differentiate between free and bound T,.

Free T, may^be inferred from the T, test'augmented by a measure of the un-

occupied TBG binding sites. This determination is usually made by measuring

the charcoal or resin uptake of serum T_. These tests should identify 95

percent of the hypothyroids*

l&Y

£-.°r;
>v
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Table II

Costs of Radioinaunoassays

=?>-..; r
N̂r

US $c

General: IAEA/WHO Experiment Committee Estimate (in $)

for laboratory performing 21,443 samples/year

RUDCCS

exclusive of »radiopharmaceuticals

Kits from Bhabha:C T.

T- ' •

TBG via charcoal uptake of T_

Large scale self-run serum tests in India: T.

T3
TSH

TBG . . . • • • " '

Large-scale self-run filter paper tests in India: T.

TSH

Commonwealth of Massachusetts filter paper test for T,

200-unit filter paper kits in US:C T,

" T S H

5000-unit coated tubes for filter paper tests as

applied in India for T,

Kits for. serum tf>sts in US:C T,
TT3 .
TSH • '

3.30

1.80

1.80

1.20

0.30

0.30

0.36

0.30

0.29

0.35

0.80

0.75

1.50

0.'26

0.90

1.10

1.35

27.5

15.0

15.0

10.0

2.5

2.5

3.0

2.5

2.4

2.9

6.7

6.2

12.5

. 2.2

7.5

9.2

11.3

Per-test costs converted at 1 rupee = $0.12. Costs of registration,
transportation, and sample collection are excluded.

• "Nuclear Medicine: Report of a Joint IAEA/WHO Expert'Coiraaittee on the Use
..of Ionizing Radiation and Radioisotopes for Medical Purposes;" WHOJ Geneva}
1976; p. 67.

Êxclusive of costs -for using kits.

Calculated by component breakdown as for T, estimation described in text.
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Method 2; Augment Method 1 with a TSH serum test.

This should detect all primary hypothyroids. (Other hvj>o.thyrpidsi will

generally not have elevated TSH.)' The further refinement of .measurinĝ TSH;

following TRH stimulation seems infeasible for extensive screening. .

Method 3; Follow a T^ filter-paper test with a TSH -filter-paper

test on the twelve percent with lowest T̂ . (Massachusetts periorsss a

T. retest in duplicate for the lowest ten percent on the first

test, finding hypothyroidism prevalence to be one

:*•"','"r

;: \

This also should detect all primary hypothyroids

Cost« . e' •• ..••' •". '•'.'' :,.
• Estimated costs for the three methods are shown in Table III. The

estimates are based on assumed six percent prevalence of hypothyroidisa

IVQ are here thinking mainly in terms of primary hypothyroidism which should

constitute roughly 97 percent of all hypothyroidism) and on assumed costs

of 2.5 rupees per serum test, of 5.0 rupees per T, filter paper test,

" Table III • ;: .-1K; • •• '•'."*

Costs of Testing for Hypothyroidism in Iodine-Sufficient Areas

Method.}
Method 2

Method 3

Cost8 per
10,000 .
population

50,000 rupees
75,000 rupees
62,000 rupees
•* t ••

. Kumber of
• Hypothyroids
Identified

WQ

600

. Cost per
case • ' • . ~; .y.:
Found . "•••'••••

88 rupees
125 rupees
103. rupees

Exclusive of registration, transportation*, and sample collection.
Population is assumed to have six percent hypothyroids*

and of lO.O rupees per TSH filter paper test. As the filter,paper

tests represent a technology untried in India, their costs are the cost,

speculative. We are supposing that greater voluzie will reduce costs below
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. - ,
V- those of the 200-unit kits in the U.S.. Assuming, the coated-tube methodology

"• *

for massive volume would have reduced costs to 2.2 rupees per test. Obstacles

to using this technology are American patents that may require much of the

costs to be paid in hard currency. One.observer states categorically that

"the filter paper nethodology, when mastered, cannot logically cost as much
•

as the serun tests.

Due to the variability of costs for registration, transportation, and

sample collection, they have been uniformly excluded from the calculations.

Registration costs should be the same for serum or for filter paper nethod-

ologies, while costs of transportation and sample collection should be
.

dramatically lower for filter paper methods. Interpretation of Tables III

through V should bear in Bind that problems of serum storage and"transport

Bay make filter paper tests far more attractive than the costs (shown in

.the tables) alone show. If one filter paper collection (say, for PKU) is

already being made, the marginal costs of registration, transportation, and

. sample collection for a further test will be effectively zero. Costing of

Methods 1 and 2 assumes single determinations per patient, (Current U.S.
s . l

practice is to make double determinations—with, however, a second"determina-

tion proving useful in but 0.4% of the cases. To some extent the TBG test

should serve the purpose of a second T, test. In Oregon,single T, determine-
o

tions were made for 160,000 neonates, detected 38 hypothyroid cases, and

missed one which is presently the nub of a $300,000 lawsuit. The Massachu-

setts program has yielded two false negatives - both the result of clerical

errors.)

Table III shows Method 1 to be the least expensive and Methods 2 and 3

to be the most accurate (sensitive and specific). With the cost levels

assumed, Method 3 dominates Method 2 i>i being equally accurate while less

•costly. Method.2 will however remain a viable option until the filter paper
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technique is' proven feasible in India at a cost no higher than roughly 6.3

rupees per T4 test. Should filter paper TA tests cost less than roughly

3.8 rupees, they will then also dominate Method 1. In the long run, this

is likely to be the case. As couched in Table III, the trade-off between

Methods 1 and 3 hangs on the additional 30 cases per 10,000 population .found

by the latter method at an added cost of 12,000 rupees. .Should the value
* '

of'finding these marginal cases be deeded worth 400 rupees apiece, Method 3,

as the more accurate and expensive, is preferred to Method 1.

For Hyperthyroidisra in Iodine-Sufficient Areas

Method 1: T, and TBG tests on serum.

Hinety-five percent of all hyperthyroids should be identified. The
•

T, assay must be set up differently to capture hyperthyroids. (A single

arrangement cannot simultaneously give accurate readings at both the upper

and lower ends'of the scale.)

Method 2; Repetition of Method 1 after an interval of one to

two months.

All hyperthyroids should now be.diagnosed. -- • -

Method 3; T., TBG, and T- tests on serum.

This too should catch all hyperthyroids. :

Costs . ' ' -

Table IV shows estimated costs for the three methods. Two percent of

the screened population is assumed to be hyperthyroid. • . - -

- Table IV
Costs of- Testing for Hyner thyroid ism in Iodine-Sufficient Areas

Method 1
Method 2

Method 3

Costa per
10,000 b
population
50,000 rupees

100,000 rupees

. 75,000 rupees

Hunter of
Hypothyroids
Identified

190

200
200

Exclusive of registration, transportation, and
Population is ssciased to include tvo parcsnr V-

Cost per
Case
Found
263 rupees
500 rupees

375 rupees

•?f

sample collection,

yarthyreids.

fc>
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v.
»* Method 1 finds cases at the lowest average cost but misses one in

twenty. The least expensive way to pick up the cases missed by Method 1 is

via Method 3. Finding these marginal cases thus requires spending an addi-

tional 2,500 rupees per case. This appears an extravagance. Ve note that

Method 2 is dominated by Method 3 and nay also be inferior on grounds of

compliance in requiring an additional patient contact for blood extraction.

Only if organizing the T_ test became, for some reason, difficult would

•Method 2 ever be more than cursorily considered.

Ve note 'that, even for Method 1, costs of case finding run roughly
•

three times higher than those for diagnosing hypothyroidism in the sane
•

area. This argues for giving priority to hypothyroid screening. The

argument is strengthened by the greater likelihood of hyperthyroids to seek

treatment without being singled out by screening and by the lower cost and

' greater efficacy of treatment for hypothyroidism. We cannot, however, here

make definitive assessment of priority. This depends on better estimates of

prevalence (to some extent the findings were made inevitable by the assumed
,\

greater prevalence of hypothyroidism) and on the difficult valuation of

case finding for each type of disease.

For Hypothyrpidisra in Iodine-Deficient Areas

Method 1; T̂  and TBG tests on serum. " "

This method vould identify all patients with primary hypothyroid-

ism or with .goiter without hypothyroidism. A TSH test would not distinguish

between these cases. The two serum tests would therefore constitute the

entire screening »ethodology. Therapy should be instituted for the identified
•

cases and should commence with iodine treatment. True hypothyroidiss would

maintain a low T level after this treatment. .
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(Posts - _ /• _ - • ; . - ' • r • • • • • .

We assume testing costs of five rupees per person in a population of

which fifteen percent.is hypothyroid (given present data, not an extreme

estimate), under these conditions, a combined finding of hyperthyroid and
- - ' - ' - • , •-' ' . • 'i

goitrous persons vould be achieved at 33.3 rupees per case found. This is

substantially ,better than the costs of case-finding for the other situations

considered. It-is, however, somewhat deceptive in that further differen-
•l • • -

tiatlon of patients must continue during treatment. For lack of epideaio~

logic data on the breakdown between primary hypothyroidism and goiters,

we have nob pursued this refinement.

For Hyperthyroidism in Iodine-Deficient Areas

Method 1: T, and TBG tests on serum.

This is thought likely to identify between eighty-five and ninety

• percent of the hyperthyroids.

Method 2; Augment Method 1 with a serw) T̂  test.

'This should capture all the hyperthyroids.

Costs

Table V compares estimated costs for the two methods.

''JF

Costs

Method 1

Method 2

. - * Table V

of Testing for Hyperthyroidism in

Cost* per
10,000 ..
population
' * - *

50,000 rupees

75,000 rupees

Number of
Hyperthyroids
Identified '

175

2000

Iodine-Deficit Areas

Cost per
Case
Found •

286 rupees

375 rupees

Exclusive of registration, transportation, and sample collection.

Population is assumed to include two percent hyperthyroids.
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The costs of case-finding here are comparable to the'costs of screening

for hyperthyroidism in iodine-sufficient areas. Method 1 is somewhat less

accurate than its counterpart there but the cost per case found is only
,'-.. «. •

8.7 percent higher. The rationale for adding the T, test is, however, here
• '. ' •

stronger as it captures cases missed by the T.-TBG combination at a cost

of I1OOO rupees per confirmed case. .
. .- • . - : > -- • " . . " ' - • • ' •

Conclusions and'Discussion • . " ' .

1. That highest priority ought to be accorded to testing for hypo-

thyroidism in iodine-deficient areas. The magnitude of advantage in terns
• •

of rupees spent per discovered case coupled with the efficacy and low cost

of treatment is thought to overwhelm such confounding considerations as

the presence of euthyroid goiters among the cases found.

2. • That filter paper methods offer great promise as extrenely inexpen-

sive and acceptable techniques for screening. Their introduction in India

should be seriously considered by health planners.

3. 'That further analysis and perhaps pilot studies are in order prior
j^ •

'to initiation of extensive screening. The figures used in the cost-effective-

ness analysis above are based on scanty data, in cases extrapolated from

American experience. Refinement of the study to reflect the costs and values
••

of treatment, the accuracies of various tasks in"India» the trade-offs of

different possible test combinations (what, for instance, is lost if T,

•erum test» are not augmented with TBG determinations?).applied in India,
•

the proportions of patients who under different conditions seek treat-

ment without being screened is to be desired«

T, •

\? • *
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4» That particular thought should be given to the determination of

populations to be screened. Costs per case found are highly sensitive to

prevalence. Whether whole populations, or special geographical areas, or

special subgroups such as newborns or women of child-bearing age are to

be screened will strongly influence cost-effectiveness 'determinations for

the process. * • . .

5. That organizational analysis is required-. We have here presented

an economic perspective on thyroid diagnosis based on limited data fron the •

laboratory and the clinic. While instructive, this type of analysis has

limitations that must be recognized as one moves from asking what is theo-

retically possible to asking what is pragmatically attainable. The per test

savings of great volume are promising but are predicated on efficient organi-

zation of health services. The true effectiveness of the strategies considered

here are vitally dependent on the efficacy of access to rural populations, on

combining screening components (the marginal costs of thyroid tests diminishing

IM they are linked with parallel screening programs), and on coordinating

diagnosis with,therapy (which not only will reduce total costs but will
. •

enhance the appeal of screening). :

6. That the radioimmunoassay for thyroid disease in India represents *

in sun, an area of great potential value for expansion of the nation's ser-

vices in nuclear medicine. .The potential merits further investigation.
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5. A General Inquiry Into Costs of Health Care Components in India

This paper presents preliminary determinants of costs for var-

ious components of health care expenditures in India, Sections of
• . •

it focus on the costing of nuclear medicine units. -All data were

gathered during one brief visit to the sub-continent and are inevita-

bly incomplete. In all cases, corroboration of the figures obtained

vas sought. Points of agreement and discrepancy were thereby identi-

fied, and are mentioned below. In limited instances, it was impossible

either to confirm or to challenge data received. Further detailed

cost breakdowns are to be found in reports on the individual conditions

under study. .

Wages and Salaries

Complications • .

Caution Is to be exercised in interpreting Indian figures for

personal remuneration. A typical post description might read as follows:

Junior technician -184 -12 - 220 -15 - 310 - 20 - 350 - EB - 20 - 450 .2

•x . .

This is interpreted that the starting salary for a junior technician
*

(who has a secondary school education} is 184 rupees ( a* $22.00) per

Gratitude must be expressed to our many interviewees: to Drs. S.D.
Bhandakar and K.G. NaIr and Mr. Chitari of the King Edward Memorial
Hospital in Bombay, to Dr. R.S. Satoskar of the Hair Charitable Hospi-
tal in Bombay, to Dr. S.K. Sen Gupta of the Indian Health Ministry,
to Drs. R.H. Bannerjee and S.S. Saha and' Statistical Officer S.S.
Jolly of Safdarjang Hospital, and to Drs. R.C. Anand, A.K. Basu,
Makashir, and A.N. Safaya of the All-India Institute of Medical Sci-
ences. Without thsir help, this report could not have been compiled.

This is a post description for the King Edward Memorial Hospital.
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-*onth. For each year of employment, the monthly salary increases by

12 rupees until teaching 220 rupees per month. Thereafter, the monthly
•

#
salary increases by 15 rupees each year until the level of 310 is .

.reached, whereupon increments of 20 rupees bring it to 350 per month.
•

At this point, the efficiency bar (E.B.) intervenes and further salary

growth is possible only if certification of higher efficiency is obtained.
•

Thereafter, the monthly salary can continue to grow in increments of

20 rupees up to a maximun of 450 rupees («* $54.00).

But this tells only part of the story. In addition to the basic

starting salary, the junior technician receives two separate adjust-

ments for inflation: a dearness allowance of 105 rupees per. month

and dearness pay of_183 rupees per month. On top of this .comes a

housing allowance equal to the lesser of ten percent of basic pay or

20 rupees per month. Pension benefits are determined on a sliding

scale as a function of salary and the number of years worked. For

this position, maximal pension benefits—achieved with 30 or more years

of service—are five eights of the last salary. Funded pension schemes
••*

are rare. " *
/;
*

Por physicians, a different set of adjustments are necessary.

Salaries depend on whether or not the position*provides housing. A

lecturer, for instance, may receive 1600 rupees monthly in addition

to housing or 1900 rupees (A».$228) monthly if housing is not provided.3

These illustrative figures derive from an interview at A.I.I.M.S.

V
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Salaried physicians nay, in addition, receive non-practicing allowances

to adjust for what they forgo in not receiving private patients. Typi-

cal non-practicing allowances for physicians at the' level of assistant

professor are 100 rupees per month; for associate professors, 200 rupees
4per month; and, for full professors, 300 rupees per month.

Estimated Outlays for Staffing
•

With the foregoing adjustments in mind, we have sought to estimate

the resource•costs to a health institution of monthly employment for'
C

various grades of personnel. For lack of suitable life table data,

present discounted pension commitments are not included. The figures in Table

I do reflect average progression levels within job categories, cost-of-

living -supplements, housing allowances, and non-practicing allowances.

These are average figures derived from major urban hospitals in Bombay

Mew Delhi.5

! _\

Staffing Costs for Nuclear Medicine
a

. Optimal staffing mixtures for nuclear medicine units depends on size,

on collaborative and maintenance arrangements, and on the profile of tests

-carried out. -For three levels of hospitals, estimates of required staffing

have Been provided and are shown in Table II.6 Indication that other parts of

the country are currently making do with far smaller units is seen in Table III

These figures estimated for the K.E.M. Hospital.

The K.E.M. Hospital in Bombay, A.I.I.H.S. and Safdarjang Hospital in
New Delhi.
6 •
From: "Nuclear Medicine: Report of a Joint IAEA/MHO Expert Committee on
the use of Ionizing Radiation and Radioisotopes for Medical Purposes:"

; Geneva; 1976; p.2A.
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Table I
• '

.Wage'and Salary Costs to Health

Institutions Including all Adjustments

Except Pension Commitments

* Grade •

Senior physician

Associate professor

Lecturer

Biochemist

Assistant professor

Physicist
*

Radiopharmacist

Demonstrator

•Senior resident

.-Junior -resident

Staff nurse

Technical' Assistant

Laboratory technician

Kon-resident nurse

Laboratory assistant
' if
Clerk/typist

Laboratory attendant

Sweeper/peon

Monthly Salary
orWage
.(Rupees)

2200

1950

1750

1600

1500

1200

1000

1000*

800

720

-690

650

500

480

450

410

350

-250

£•

grade is paid a considerably higher salary (1200 rupees) at the All-India
Institute of Medical Sciences than across the street in Safdarjang Hospital
(800 rupees), (!rupee» $0.12.) .

H
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Table II

Suggested Staff for Various

Levels of Nuclear Medicine Services

i: 4-

Medical Specialists

Physicists

Radiocheraists and
~ - radiopharnaceutical scientists

'Electronics engineers

Nuclear nedicine technicians

Horses

Administrative and clerical staff

Ancillary staff

• Level A

4

4

3

2

20

5

5

6

Level B

3

4

2"

1

16

3

3

4

Level C "

1

2

1

1

5

2

2

2

^OTALS 49 36 16
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Table III :•Ŵ _̂ _«m*>___ » f 1

Staffing Levels of Nuclear Medicine •

Units In Two Medical Colleges in Orissa

S.C.B. Medical
. .College

Cuttack

1. Physician
• •

2. Physicist

3. Technician

4. Clerk-cum-typist

2t(trained)

2 (1 trained)

2

1 •

K.K.C.G. Medical
College

Berhampur

2 (trained)

1 (trained)

2

1
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.which details staffing levels—evidently excluding nurses and ancillary

staff—at two institutions in Orissa. . ; . " '

.From these suggested .and-actual staffing levels, we can derive

total staffing costs. For Table II, we assume medical specialists to

receive average monthly salaries of 1750 rupees, electronics engineers

to receive 700 rupees, nuclear medicine technicians to receive 600 rupees,

nurses to receive 600 rupees, administrative and clerical staff to receive

410 rupees, and ancillary staff, 260 rupees. Total monthly staff costs

for alternative levels of operation are then
•

Level A - 34,810 rupees £ $4177
Level B - 26,420 rupees *. $3170
Level C - 11,390 rupees & $1367.

*

'Since these totals are based on salaries and wages in large urban centers,

they nay be expected to overstate the personnel expenses required to

replicate units of these staffing levels in other parts of the country.

In contrast to* the figures above, we find that the monthly staffing
^ #

costs for nuclear medicine services at the M.K.C.G. Medical College
* , *

in Berhampur (from Table III) are ,.

' 6310 rupees <= $757.
f

To this figure should be added the costs of 1-1/2 nurses and 1-1/2 ancil-

lary staff members—totalling 990 rupees. Because one of the physicians

1* not specially trained, we also deduct 250 rupees per «oath to arrive

ft?

From "Nuclear Medicine in Orissa" by Dr. A. Sarangi presented »t the
National Seminar on Nuclear Medicine.
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at a monthly figure of

7350 rupees £ $882.

* " • •

" ' " ' • ' ' "« \

•Hospital Costs * !
• ~ ~ ~ ^ ' • - t• • :

Detailed .staffing figures for the Safdarjang Hospital were received

and were compared with estimates secured by interviews at the All-India

Institute of Medical Sciences. The latter hospital has 750 beds and *

* 8 • -
averages ninety percent occupancy; the former has 1200 beds and fluc-

• ' 9tuates between patient populations of 1300 and 1400. Safdarjang Hospital

had 1.164 million outpatient visits in 1976 while A.I.I.H.S. had 0.529

Billion outpatient visits from April, 1975 through March, 1976. Although

both function largely as referral hospitals, referrals to A.I.I.M.S. were felt
* - « -

to be inore selective, admitting patients with more singular conditions
•

or requiring special therapies. Notwithstanding their differences,

the input nixes for the two hospitals were remarkably similar. This

is indicated in Table IV where we have divided the inputs in each case
S

by the number, of full-time physicians of which there were an estimated

50 at A.I.I.M.S. and 103 at Safdarjang. The table shows close similarity
/.

except in the category of drug expenses. These may have' been under-

estimated by the interviewee at A.I.I.M.S.10 The figure for Safdarjang

IMS obtained directly from the 1976-1977 budget allocation.

Costs per bed day were computed by A.I.I.M.S. to average between
* . • ' »

35 and 40 rupees. This agrees with the 1975 calculation of 37 rupees

Interview at A.I.I.M.S.
9 '"
Interview at Safdarjang Hospital.

J.J. Hospital in Bombay with 1350 beds spends 4 million rupees annually
U I f***«« * bed. intermediatePbetween ySafdarjans-

"|:4

J f -



Table IV • ";•

Resource Mixes' in Two Large Urban

Hospitals of New Delhi. Noroalized.

By Dividing by Number of Physicians

All~India
Institute of

•Medical Sciences

Items other than
Salaries and Drugs 50,OdO rupees

Beds

Kurses

Tctal Staff

'Drugs

15

Safdarjang
Hospital

18*000 rupees

50,000 rupees

12

6*

22

50,000 rupees

Excludes nurse orderlies of which there were 404 or approximately
4 per physician. •
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per day made by Che King Edward Memorial Hospital in Bombay.. Similar

consistency was found in the computation of initial outlay and maintenance

COCtS for new bed capacity. The A.I,I.M51S, uses the rule-of-thumb of

20,000 rupees per bed for initial outlay and of 4000 rupees for annual
•

Maintenance. A survey of these costs reported by the Indian Ministry

of Health for the years 1969-1970 set them at 15,000 and 3,500 rupees

12
respectively.• Allowing for inflation, agreement seems close.

Costs for Diagnostic Tests -

Supplies, equipment, and personnel are used interchangeably across

a broad range of diagnostic tests. To compute accurately the cost of

»oy given test thus requires delicate application of cost accountancy.

Even so, the idiosyncratic combinations of inputs ensures that considerable

13variance will remain in even the best estimates.

• The Department of Nuclear Medicine at the All-India Institute of

Medical Sciences attempted a detailed breakdown of costs for the pro-

cedures it performed. Both the direct costs of salaries and supplies

«nd the indirect costs of depreciation, utilities, and administrative

'overhead were taken into account. Their totals are shown in Table V.

principal components of this sum were: food—-3.56 rupees, drugs--
'.'7.42 rupees, stores and linen—2.79 rupees, institutional overhead—
18.08 rupees, heat and lighting~0.66 rupees. The charge per bed-day

' is 22 rupees. - ." '._ • ' . _ '• " - • - . • - • .-.•" • • , • • • . /

personnel at K.E.M. Hospital estimated annual maintenance costs as
100,000 rupees per 24-bed ward—which, for practical purposes, is identical
to the A.I.I.M.S. estimates. - : . • ,." *

13,
14
Even conceptually, exact cost attribution nay riot exist. •

'From a short paper by the Department of Nuclear Medicine, A.I.I.H.S.
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Table V

Monthly Expenditures of the Department

of Nuclear Medicine at the All-India

Institute of Medical Sciences

Accounts

Direct Costs

a) Salaries and wages •

b) Supplies

Indirect '.Costs
•

a) Depreciation of equipment
and maintenance

-b) Power and electricity

1«) 'Depreciation of Building
and fixed assets

,t
-d) Overhead

CRAMD TOTAL

Rupees

15,000

2,700

9,000

2,-0OO

4,000

37,750

Cost towards patient care - 8OZ of grand total

' ' * 30,000 rupees

ff;
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I

One fifth of the tests performed were thought to serve the purposes

of research and teaching; four fifths to contribute to patient care. .
» <i

•

By aeans of indexing and weighting procedures,, it was possible
* '

to disaggregate all input costs and to assign them to the various tests
'» •

which constituted output. The results of this exercise are shown in

Table Vl.-15
•

• There is' but limited comparability between these figures and the

official classification of charges and fees at the same hospital. Where-

as Table V indicates that a single determination thyroid uptake absorbs

53.34 rupees in resources, the'official charge* for the test is 25 rupees.

This is seen in Table VII which displays the set changes for- a range

of procedures. . ' • -

Cost of Maintaining a Laboratory

The discrepancy between the charge for the thyroid uptake test

and the resources it requires suggests that laboratory expenses far

exceed the income credited to them. The opposite picture is obtained

«hen one obtains cost breakdowns for specific laboratory units. j

The laboratory of clinical chemistry at the All-India Institute

for Medical Sciences has a staff of twenty-two*persons:

** 2 biochemists,

3 technical assistants,
*

8 laboratory technicians,

15

16
Ibid.

'From "Classification of Charges/Fees" by the A.I.I.M.S.
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.Table VI
•

Cost Determination for Nuclear Medicine

Tests Obtained Through Full

Assignment of Input Costs

Investigation

1. Thyroid uptake •

a) Single determination

b)( Multiple determination

c) Perclilorate discharge

d) Uptake with scan

e) Thyrotoxicosis determination.

£) Imaging and counting for
carcinoma metastasis

2* Liver imaging

3. Vitamin B-. absorption
.•

4« Kidney function
.\

5. Neurological studies

Calculated
Cost/Patient
in Rupees

53.34

66.68

100.28

113.61

133.35

266.70

240.03

126.95

153.62

246.96

'ft
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Table VII

Charges for Various Procedures at

the All-India Institute for

Medical Sciences . \ •

- Charge/fee
Procedure t in rupees

Investigations

Radio-iodine uptake 25.00

Renogram, Nepatograra, Modification
of uptake measurecents • 35.00

.Schilling test " ..40.OO

Thyroid scan 25.00

Liver scan . 50.00

Renal scan 50.00

Brain scan * 50.00

C.S.F. scan 50.00

Sequential scan 50.00

Therapies

Thyrotoxicosis 100.00

^Cancer thyroid 500.00

Other cancers ' ' 500.00

Radio-therapy treatment 100.00

X-
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.... : 3 laboratory assistants,

4 laboratory attendants, and

2 sweepers. :

I - '
t

At the rates given in Table I this yields monthly wages and salaries
•

totalling 12,820 rupees. To this are added:

• •
. 1000 rupees for equipment

4000 rupees for chemicals and glassware,

10000 rupees for maintenance of space occupied

( « 380 square meters), and

4500 rupees for other overhead;

bringing total monthly expenses to 32,320 rupees ( äJ $3,878*-).

The laboratory, head estimates that each of the staff—excluding

biochemists and sweepers—can perform 25 tests per working day. The

•ininal test charge is 5 rupees. Multiplying these figures by 18 staff

»embers performing tests and by 21 working days per month yields an

estimated monthly total of income generated of 47,250 rupees. This

indicates a monthly surplus of 14,930 rupees. Even allowing for over-
•

estimation of the tasks each worker carries out daily, and for performance

of «any tests for research and teaching, one concludes that, at present

charge schedules, the laboratory of clinical chemistry more than pays

it« own «ay. These expenditures are comparable to those exhibited in

Table V for the Department of -Nuclear Medicine.

goats of Surgical Procedures

to (et * handle on expense estimates for surgical operations, an

interview inquired into the cost breakdown for a partial thyroidectoay.

Vr
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The data obtained are displayed in Table VIII. These nay be compared

to the charge for radioisotope therapy given in Table VII as 100 rupees.
•

Management of thyrotoxicosis through drug therapy is estimated to cost

18between 50 and '8O rupees per month.
\ '

Radioisotopes and Radiopharmaceutieals . '

The production and sales of radiopharmaceuticals in India are shown

In Table IX. They derive from the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (B.A.R.C.)

19 '*in Trombay. Ratios of production to sales in the various categories—

which vary, from 2.5 to 1 to 12-to 1—indicate the difficulties of dis-

tribution in India. In the first two groups of products, these ratios

remained stable over 1974 and 1975 while in the third group the ratio

dropped from 12 to 1 to 9 to 1. This say reflect the recent decision

to provide these products. Regular production of these materials com-

«e'jc.ed at B.A.R.C. in 1970.

• The table further indicates the range of products offered. Underlying

these figures is considerable friendly tension between the producers—

who desire stable demand arrangements—and consumers—who press for

. an expanded range of products made available with more convenient timing

-*nd access.

From an interview at the A.I.I.M.S.
18
Fron an interview at the Nair Charitable Hospital.

19
From "Radiophannaceuticals for In Vivo and In Vitro Um*" by R.S. Mani
presented at the National Seminar on Nuclear Medicine. *
20In evidence at the National Seminar on Nuclear Medicine.

S.
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Table VIII

Components of Cost for a

Partial Thyroidectoiay

Surgeon's fee

7 days in hospital

Laboratory tests

'Drugs

Diet

Anesthesia

Rupees

300

245

400

200

105

50

TOTAL 1,300
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Comparison of Indian Costs with Non-Indian

21A joint conmittee of the IAEA and VHO has provided extensive cost
*

breakdowns for the procedures of nuclear medicine. Comparison of their

-estimates for general, non-country-specific procedures of nuclear medicine

with ours for the Indian situation is instructive. Contrasts between the

IAEA/WHO estimates and our own for the radioimmunoassay it» India are

brought out in the companion paper on testing for thyroid disease.

We exhibit in Table X the comparison of costs for scanner imaging

as estimated for the two separate contexts. We have here truly amended

the IAEA figures only, for salaries and for space—substituting our esti-

•mated figures for India. Equipment costs are assumed the same but are

modified to our mode of accounting at the prevailing interest rate in

.India. It is seen that these changes cut the estimated per hour cost
*

'by half.

The IAEA/WHO Committee estimated the time for thyroid imaging to be

-0.17 hours and for kidney imaging» 0.50 hours. Using these figures and

the hour cost of $12.04 derived in Table X and converting to rupees, v*

find that the cost of a thyroid scan is 17.1 rupees and of a renal; scan,

50.2 rupees. These figures accord well with the A.I.I.H.S. charges (see '

Table VII) of 25 and 50 rupees for the procedures.

21WHO, 1976, op. cit., pp. 64-70.
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Talle X

Comparison of Test Costs by Component for
•

Scanner Imaging in the General Situation and in India

Total salary

Equipment depreciation

Capital investment interest

Maintenance and repair•
2Building maintenance 50 •

Office Materials

Consumable materials (e.g.,
color tapes)

Mailing, Telephone, etc.
*

Total Annual Costs

General
Situation
(US$)

19,502

2,744

1,976

1,317

4,939

132

2,634

263

33,507

India
(US$)

5,786b

4,832C

1,317

l,894d

132

2,634

263

16,858

Costs par hour for 1400
hours per year 23.93 12.04

*From WHO, 1976, op. cit., pp. 64-70. Cost categories given here a're
precisely thos« in Table 4.2 of the IAEA/WHO report. /:
The same labor input nix is assumed but at Indian wage rates.

By amortizing, this figure combines depreciation and interest into annual
yearly payments. The same equipment at the sane cost, is assumed. Ve
presume an interest rate of ten percent. IAEA/MHO presumed a six percent
rate. Had they amortized at this rate (their actual accounting is tech-
nically incorrect), the annual payment would have been $3,927.

Intrapolated using A.I.I.M.S. figures.


